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WELL

NO. 170

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO. FRIDAY, AUGUST SO, 1912.

FOI, 49

gate in ccngm' s The Luna family
Pas 1e n vroin ifin in New Mexli o
affairs lor a t'.e .do.

KNOWN NEW MEXICO

WHOLE FAMILY
CREMATED IN
THEIR OWN HOME

iNKER AND POLITICIAN

ITS

ARINES

AMERICAN WOOLEN
MILL PRESIDENT
IS INDICTED TOO

ARE

HURRIED TO

Boston, Mass., Aug. "ft. President
William M. Wood, of the American
Woolen company, was arrested today
on an indictment, warrant, charging
him with conspiring to distribute dy
namite in Lawrence during the gen-era I strike there last winter. President Wood surrendered himself to the
FORCE IN NICARAGUA NOT SUFFIauthorities and was accompanied by
counsel.
TO
CIENT
PROTECT
LIVES OF
Mr. Wood furnished cash bail of
It is understood he will be
AND MORE ?,5.ii0:t.
FOREIGN RESIDENTS
formally arraigned in the srierior
court next Tuesday. He denies any
connection with the alleged dynamite
plot.
Mr. Wood is one of the best. Known
1TUATI0N STILL
textile men in tiie country arfT the
which
American Woolen company,
bore Hie brunt of the great Lawrence
CONSIDERED
strike from January 11! until March

EPUBLIC

END ON RANCI

Ruthenord, X. J., Aug. DO. Mrs.
Kmiiio de Baro, and six of her seven
Children ranging from five months to
twelve years of nee. met death early
today in a fire which destroyed their;
and
home. DeBaio, the husband
MYSTERY SURROUNDS AFFAIR AS HE MUST HAVE LEFT HOUSE DURING
father, and the sevenih child, a boy
of in, escaped by jumping from a sec-- :
NIGHT AND GONE TO CORRAL WITHOUT AWAKENING ANY OF HIS or.d
story wimi.iw.
DeBaro and his family made t jit ir
FRIENDS-BOD- Y
WILL BE BROUGHT TO MAGDALENA TONIGHT
home on the second tibor of a frame
house. Mrs. DeBaro, and the six
younger childn n slept in a rear room
and the father and the oldest boy n
the front. DeBaro and the boy tried
SORR
SAD FATE CAUSES PR
to rescue the woman and children,
but a wall of llanies checked them.
ith their night clothing blazing they
EN ALL PASTS OF BIG STATE
I, controls
manufacturing plants
j
jumped from the windows.
in Xew Kugland and Xew York state.
30.
D.
The
Five bodies wore found in a hear-neaAug.
C,
Washington,
It has a capitalization of $7,Wi,uim
the center of the building. The 730 marines who sailed from the Phiand
,
employs 35,on0 operatives when
tion.
since
out
30.
he
could,
have
N.
climbed
in
her arms,
M., Aug.
Magda't-rawoman, with the baby
ladelphia Navy Yard last week from all the machinery Is in motion. About
beeasily had he been in condition to do lay near the window. Firemen
Luna, the most prominent
1 .')'M
persons are on the pay roll of
citizen in New Mexico, so. The only theory here is that he lieve a spark from a passing locomo- .Nicaragua, are due at Colon tomorrow
mills in Lawrence.
the
across
company's
be
will
and
was
so
or
ill
fire.
either
unconscious
the
have
they
that
started
transported
national
tive
committeeman,
may
republican
of
on
a
the
Panama,
Isthmus
special
could
not
aid
he
even
a
but
at
himself
millionaire banker and for years
SAVING TROUT FOR A DUKE.
train and embarked on the big armorprominent leader in business affairs thai it. is hard to figure out how he
HAYES
30
That
er, cruiser California, due at Panama
Portland, Ore.. Aug.
and in all public matters in New could have fallen into the vat. CounTh" Canadian trout streams are being
WANTS NEW JUDGE lonifji'.t or tonioii'ow morni
Mexico ,was found dead about seven ty authorities it is said, will make an
California is to leave Panama imme- conserved by policemen that the Duke
o'clock this morning in a sheep dip- immediate investigation independentat San Juan of Connauglit may lie insured good
Xew York, Aug. 3". Wnen the po-- j diately, perhaps touching
ping vat at one of his sheep camps, ly from the one made by Mr. Luna's
SOLOMON LUNA.
del Sur, to reinforce a small marine sport, is the statement of Claude
friends.
g
accordof
miles
from
this
former
trial
lice
town,
Inspector
seventy
graft
"sher-mathe
at
that
left
a
and
Portland
place by
lawyer
Hicks,
WATER WAS BOILING
contingent
ing to a report brought in today by
Hayes was celled, counsel for the of- - cruiser Denver, to make sure that
who has returned front the
AND BODY DISFIGURED.
a cattleman, who
Elmer Fullerton,
ficer moved that the trail be heard tlw
station is not Canadian Rockies.
Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 30. Solo- before some otner deputy con.mission-lives in that vicinity.
A
nle88ilge!(
Hicks said he and several others MORE ABOUT THE
mon Luna, millionaire
hanker and er than First Deputy Commissioner c,,osfi(1 ,)v
Apparently Mr. Luna had gone to
from the Amt.ril.,u !e?;lUon :lt j,.IM.
the vat early this morning to wash his sheep grower, for 1G years republi- McKay, who was presiding. Counsel ww anU tne A.,lfrlcan Nava, com-sai- made a two days' trip from Calgary
REPORTS ON SOCORto a famous trout stream. Xorthwe.v
hands or to get a drink of water. No can national committeeman for New
it was proposed to subpoena Mr. lml,ulers at corinio must come to
to
ordered
leave
them
mounted
who
RO COUNTY AFFAIRS
and
to
police
refused
Mexico,
accept McKay as a witness in the case. Com-Scone saw him fall into the vat so it is
Umn del Slll. in onUn. t0 riu.h the stream, and the fact, that they
believed he leaned over the vat to election to the V. S. senate at the missioner McKay declined to rule and
i.ix1,,
curried licenses had no effect. Hicks
wash his hands at a faucet and either hands of tile first state legislature, adjourned the case until next hriday,
CHAPTER FOUR.
The California should reach Covin-t- declared. The Duke of Connaught is
death
a
met
at
Horse
tragic
Springs, when a decision will be made on the
suffered a stroke of apoplexy, heart
Monday night, if she cover'; the expected to visit that district in SepToday's
portion of the Guilfoil report
7G
Socorro
miles
from
county,
Magfailure cr fainted, falling into the vat
motion.
t30 miles at to,: speed. Rear Ad- tember.
a
?entinuation
of the section pubt
which was filled with three and a half dalena, at an early hour today, when
With the calling of the trail today miral
Sutherland has already anhe
lished
and to which ref
A N DSL DES CAU S E
into
vat
fell
a
L
thouyesterday
of
containing
of
Cornelius
feet
to
of Police Inspector
Hayes nounced his purpose of sending
lime,
sheep dip composed
sands of gallons of sheep, dip after on a
.
PEOPLE TO LEAVE. ((lice was made tit that time, it
tobacco and water..
500 of the
charge of making a false state-- Mana i'r at h'.i.-.Mr. Luna may have been dead when being attacked with heart failure. Be ment to Po'ice Commissioner Waldo, she carries and the remainder probOttawa, Out., Aug. 30 Advices re- shows the lists of licenses which ':he
he fell into the vat and again he may coming ni uunng tne nignt, it is sup District Attorney Whitman expected ably will he used to patrol ibe 72 ceived by government officials tell of author's report declares were presum
at Frank. Alta., ably paid but which funds never SCULPTOR FOUND DEAD IN SEATTLE
and posed Mr. Luna arose and went from that information would be unearthed liiiles of railroad, connecting the ca- another landslide
simply have been unconscious
have drowned quickly in the strong his room to the dipping vat. a few to throw important siueiignts on po- pital with th?; si:. These reinforce- v.heie a f"W vear? ago part, of Turtle readied the ollicc of the co inty treasORIENTAL PHYHAD PERMUTED
ments will uri;;g the total American .Mountain, which rises above the town urer. In connection herewith, it is
jards away fro.n tne ranch house. It lice blackmail, arising out of the
solution used for dipping sheep.
His body is being brought
into is presumed he attempted to get a
murder case. The alleged false strength in Nicaragua up to more slid down and killed a hundred per- well to remember that the auditor
SICIAN TO TREAT SKIN DISEASE
drink of water from a faucet near the statement of
11. an
sons. Xo details of the latest slide found the books of the treasurer to;
2,(100 men ashore and about
Magdalena from where it will be sent
Hayes was that he reit
and
md
be
stilted
at
but
vat,
band
is
that
blue
with
stricken
heart
being
ably
kept!
efficiently
yet
aie
honestly,
jacket?.
to Los Lunas, the home of the Luna
ceived orders from Mr. Waldo not to
of
On the ships in the coastal waters the people are preparing to leave the and that there was no evidence
failure, tumbled into the poisonous interfere with disorderly
houses in
family for generations.
mixture
of
crooked or illegal work in the office CORONER WILL
lime, sulphur, tobacco and his district.
Mrs. Luna is in Albuquerque and
Mr.
Waldo reduced on both sides of tihe country the nava! town.
the news has been kept from her as a water. At 4 o'clock this morning Hayes to the rank of captain and sus- commanders are satisfied that this A commission appointed a year ago of the treasurer That portion of tho
at.
Turtle report dealing with the treasurer's!
total collapse is feared. She is not in camp employes saw a body floatine in pended him when Hayes repeated inis force will meet present needs but t:i report on conditions
.Mountain found that there was immi- oflice will be published
should the rebels offer more form
PROSECUTE HIM
soon. The
the vat. The skin was peeled from statement in the presence of other
good health.. Mr. Luna had no chilresistance than is expected to nent danger of another great land- handling of these licenses, the au- the face and hands because of the
dren.
the execution of policy of protection slide that might destroy the town.
ditor states, is dore by the county
The death of Mr. Luna in such a boiling water which had been turned
to American lives and property, than
1 o'clock
into
vat
at
the
morn
clerk and his assistants and thei Seattle, Wash., Aug. 30. Prosecut-cide- d
this
tragic manner recalls the death of his
the tenth inlantry, held in light
funds so derived, should )3 turned
today to prosecute the Chinese
brother, Captain Max Luna, who was ing. The body was not recognized MINING CAMP IS
marching order on the isthmus since GOOD BILLS WERE
over to the county treasurer. The re- cided today t oproseeute the Chinese
drowned while fording a river in the until one of the Mexican herders de
President Taft revoked the order
physician who treated Louis Potter
port says:
the late clared that it was that of Mr. Luna.
Philippine Islands, during
it into Nicaragua, probably
BY
REBELS
MENACED
sending
He
once
at
to
the sculptor who died under peculiar
hastened
room
the
"A."
SCHEDULE
war.
CLARK
VETOED
SAYS
jwi'l be moved after all.
where Mr. Luna slept and discovered
circumstances here yesterday. Mr.
CHAUFFEUR TELLS OF
Mercantile licenses issued no rec-- ;
It is believed the rebels will at- said the form ot the comTRAGIC ACCIDENT. that his bed, which had been occuord of remittance to treasurer, cover- Murphywould not be determined until
tempt to stop t'he movement of Amerwas
The
FEDERAL
was
RUSHING
IS
TELLEZ
empty.
plaint
pied,
clad
GENERAL
body
Mr.
Elmer Fullerton, one of
Luna's
lean forces along the wrecked rail-- , SPEAKER ASSERTS:HOUSE PASSED MEAS' ing same.
the coroner completes his investigain a union suit of underclothing when
chauffeurs, made the following stateNo. 430
FORroad. The greatest obstruction is ex- TROOPS TO TRY AND PROTECT
May S, 1911, E. M.
tion but he is satisfied the treatment
found.
AID PEOPLE AND THAT TAFT
ment to a New Mexican correspondTO
URES
11.
to
seems
at
to
be
which
Xo.
item
$5.00. See
Leon,
pected
Solomon Luna was 54 years of age,
piescribed by t'he Chinese was
EIGNERS IN SONORA
entNo. 42ft, May 5, 1911, E. D,
be the seat of the rebel operations.
for Potter's death.
WOULD NOT APPROVE THEM
"On the 21st of this montr, Mr. represented New Mexico in the reOne cause of great conrern to the
tosh, $10.00. See item Xo. n.
Wash., Aug. 30. "Interest
Seattle,
national
publican
committee
sixteen
Luna and I went from Magdalena to
No. 428, May 5, 1911, Lee Baldwin, ja tne investigation of Louis Potter,
The! State Department is the condition of;
30
Aug.
Ariz.,
Douglas,
one
of
memthe oldest
32.J Americans
Horse Springs, a distance of 70 miles. years, being
at Natagalpa,
00. See item No. 11.
Bar Harbor, Me, Aug. 30. Chomp
the New York sculptor, was decid- rebels, who yesterday demanded the about
in the interior of the republic. Com-- i
Mr. Luna retired last night at 8 bers, in point of service on the comCor- - ed
No.
R.
ReA.
Oct.
1909,
of
222,
11,
American
House
of
the
the
El
of
by the coroner's in- today
Clark,
surrender
Speaker
Tigre,
mittee.
He was prominent In busio'clock apparently
to that section is difficult.
nuinication
in usual
good ness
decause of Potter's death
a
here
the
$5.00.
into
delivered
dova,
in
have
speech
iquiry
Sonora,
left,
presentatives
and politics, and was probably mining camp
health. Edward M. Otero, Mr. Luna's
No 22o,
at- The last heard from them told of
which was in part as follows:
1909, March Vail- - and his woman companion whom he
will
that
today
they
however,
claring
known
the
best
as
well
as the
man,
conditio is. T'he only way of
nephew and Mr. W. S. Fullerton, ot
introduced as his wife at the hotel
democratic ine, $5.00.
in New Mexico. He leaves tack another direction. They left in communication
with
the American' "Under the rules of the
Socorro, were with Mr. Luna In the wealthiest,
where he registered under the name
Nov.
No.
Lee
1909.
a
227,
10,
BaTJwin,
Colnia
of
direction
Xew
of
Morelos,
Wilson
Woodrow
the
Jersey
party
is by courier.
room where they slept. Sometime a widow but no children.
of "Percy." Potter's companion was
and Governor Thomas R. Marshall of $10.00. See item Xo. 11.
Mormon settlement, where the Mor-- j planters
The
be
will
Albuto
body
It
be
for
brought
will
probably
during the night Mr. Luna gjt up
No. 24G, July 1. 1910, E. M. Parham, prostrated by his strange death and
conmons are heavily armed and declare nflmirnl Sniitliorlunrl In necessary
flicnatnh a ro- - Indiana, were, at the Baltimore
end went outside without Mr. Otero querque on a special train tomorrow
v.as placed under the care of a phySee item No. 11.
$5.00.
out as
our
standard
to
nominated
vention
such
not
will
submit
any
they
Tho
p..,lp,,iHnn t
or Mr. Fullerton hearing or seeing morning.
her
sician who declined to discuss
No.
M.
E.
contest.
247,
the
1,
in
1910,
bearers
Coates,
as
were
July
impending
rages
peipeuaieu
"lcitown is very difficult of access. The
him. The supposition is that Mr.
case and refused to permit any one to
No.
See
11.
$10.00.
item
on
tne colonists in cninuaiiua. marjnes or bluejackets selected for
a,c '" ul. u'f"
The news of Solomon Luna's death reDels
Luna was sick and went out of the was
No. 24S, J.ily 1, 1910, J. S. Mactu- - talk to her. Coroner J. C. Snyder,
suppuit. una
received with deepest regret in ine Americans m jm i lgre, wno nu tne relief expedition would embark jjfcinucrais are uuueu
room over near the dipping vat to a
who was unable to determine
the
Fe. Mrs. A. M. Bergere, the armed themselves, were determined on lake DoaU at Managvlai travel 25 is as It should be for the chief work bish, $25.00.
Santa
cause of the sculptor's death, has orfaucet, either to get a drink or wash only sister
in
the
to
rescue
s.
hand
No.
is
government
1,
Macta
J.
249,
1910,
thev
if
attacked
to
rebels
July
resist
the
miles Dy water, to Momotombo, follow
surviving Mr. Luna was
dered a chemical analysis of the con- ing hands. The faucet is right near
bish, $5.00.
Tensions luvo been a traji 50 mjies up tne river t0 cno. from Republican
with grief. The Bergere the camp.
tents of the stomach. Analysis of fhe
the vat. He was apparently attacked prostrated
No.
Mcat
252,
"We have recently witnessed
home was the scene of a sad gather strained for several hours, with thejCoyos and thence go to Matagalpa.
July 19, 1910, Hugh
blood is being made as it is consider- by heart failure and fell into the vat. ing of many friends of the Luna
Washington a spectacle of a democra- Keen, $5.00.
and wires down until this afternoon, and' British interests are centered
ed
possible that death may have been
"D. E. Spindler, of Albuquerque, of
No. 253, July 19, 1910, A. Gutierrez,
Americans gely in mines, one large mine pro- - tic house passing good bills bills
of the besieged
Bergere
family where condolences
caused by poison entering the blood
the U. S. bureau of animal Industry, were offered.
'
are unable to get any news from perty near Matagalpa having recently v;hlch would have greatly reduced the $5.00.
in the administering of herbs by the
found Mr. Luna's body in the vat at
No. 201, Aug. 13, 1910, D. II ArmMiguel a. utero, former governor them.
(been acquired by a West Australian higa cost ot living ana wnicn wouiu
j Chinese
practitioner whom Potter
4:30 this morning, and Immediately oi the state and several other friends
tne
30. Forty Mining syndicate.
About 125 Amer- have gone far towards relieving
strong, $10.00.
Arz., Aug.
Douglas,
consulted when he came here August
notified Mr. Otero and Mr. Fullerton of the Lunas left at once for Los Lu American men and nine American icans are believed to reside on coffee people of the burden of heavy
No. 270, Aug. 31, 1910, B. F.
19 to seek treatment for a skin dis-- '
who got into Mr. Luna's car and nas. As he was departing for t'he women are believed to be in grave
and work in mines in that and of a republican president vetoing
$10.00.
ease that had bothered him since
drove to Magdalena and told the peo train, Mr. Otero said:
as
reached
as
bills
fast
these
No.
they
M.
S.
271, Aug. 31, 1910,
Craig, childhood.
danger at the El Tigre mining camp, neighborhood.
him.
ple there of Mr. Luna's death."
"Probably no one knew Solomon sixty odd miles southeast of this bor$10.00.
Aug. 30.
Managua,
Nicaragua,
Pnrnnpr SnvHpr sniH tnrtav ho
A party has left Magdalena
for Luna better than myself. As gov- der point. Wires running
No. 275, Sept. 19, 1910, D.
"So far in this campaign the two
to the! Food is becoming scarcer here daily
Gabaldon,;convinced
that tne treatmnt given
Horse Springs and are going to ernor for several terms, I came In mine have been cut by
rebels, who and also in seevral of the cities In the political criticisms leveled against blank,
by the Chinese doctor was responsible
1.
he
bring the body to Magdalena where close personal contact with him and-That
of
are:
Wilson
No.
At
hands
Governor
revolutionaries.
the
Dec.
M.
24.
293,
Corilla for Potter's death. Potter apparent- 1910,
threaten to attack the camp today if
they are expected to arrive at about respected him for his manly methods, the seventy volunteer soldiers de- Granada and Masaya, which are held has had little experience in public and M. Espinova, $10.00.
ly had great faith in his Oriental phy- his
unlimited
benevolence
A
to
the poor fending It do not surrender. The by the rebels, the population is al- life; 2, that his opinions on certain
midnight.
special train will leave
iso. J9o, Dec. oO, 1910, E. Montoya,;sician. In a letter found among his
whom
was
he
tomorrow
always befriending and Americans, also armed, have decided, most deprived of provisions.
to
Magdalena
morning
subjects have changed in the laps
effects, addressed to a friend in the
time. As to the latter the
bring the body to Los Lunas or Albu- his honest and fraud manner. Solo- It is reported, to prevent a fight if
No. 309, Feb. 9, 1911, Geo. Salome, east he savs:
have come in of engage-'o- f
Reports
mon Luna's death Is a loss to this
or
Wilson
not
Governor
is
tion
what
bequerque.
in
the viefnitv of Granada
$73.00.
"Here I 'have found a distinguished
possible, but are intent on protecting
.',
The sudden death of Mr. Luna caus- state that can not be made up. There the women.
tween the government troops and tiie any other man thought 20 or 10 or 5
Xo. 314. Feb.
1911, F. L. Ham- - Chinese pyhsician and he says he can
no
If
one
now.
who
can
fit
into the place
ed a sensation here and throughout
cure me. These physicians are notThe El Tigre mine is an American insurgents, but no details of the fight- years ago, but what he thinks
mond, $5.00.
We are acting in the living present, j No. 317,
this section. It first became known he occupied especially among the property and the richest gold mine in ing have been obtainable.
M,
10. 1911,
E. ed out here on the Pacific coast for
April
for people now n this country ana Coates, $10.00. See item No. 11.
when Elmer Fullerton dashed
into Spanish American people. The news northern Mexico. It is located in a
San Juan del Sur, Nic, Aug. 30.
being able to cure all kinds of diseatown about noon today in one of Mr. ot his death comes as a severe blow section
A force of 500 American bluejackets for the millions yet to be not grop
No. 318, April 12, 1911, A. Temer, ses when our physicians fail."
Invested
rebels
by
lack
to
his
As
dead
in
the
Luna s cars and told his friends of to me. I have at many times, op- and nearrecently
past.
ing
Dr. Snyder said that in addition to
$5.00.
the transvaal property which and marines left Corinto today to re- of
the tragedy. Fullerton was greatly posed Mr. Luna politically but as a was looted
experience as a public man. I may
No. S9, Jan. 11, 190$. Wm. Lee. $5. the abrasions of the skin into which
Ameri- establish railroad and telegraph comand
rebels
the
by
citizen
and
as
sua
had
no
man, he
be permitted to suggest that General
excited and said that while tie and the
a
No. 104, Feb. 21, 1908, Lee Bald Oriental herbs were rubbed and
can
held for a ransom, munication with Managua.
friends of Mr. Luna at tne camp had perior and I desire at this time to whichstorekeeper
Taylor had no experience whatever,
Potter
applied
appar
strong
plaster
No.
11.
was
item
American
See
$10.00.
the
win,
company
never having voted even a single
made a temporary investigation of pay homage to his work. I am going
CERMANY AND ENGLAND
No. 105, Feb. 25, 1908, M. Gonzales, ently had been taking strong mediArthur had
the accident, a more thorough inves lo Los Lunas now and will remain forced to pay, according to H. C.
time and that General
cine supplied by the Chinese. Six
ARE
NOW.
WAR
AT
$3.00.
the
manager.
Beauchamp,
general
until
after
the
funeral."
;here
little experience. Everybody
very
tigation was then under way.
No. 108, April 8, 190S, D. Lopez, large bottles of the black fluid had
30. "Germany
Curtis
Frank
and
Arthur
and
London,
Aug.
CunningbeNew
was
a
Mexican
The
was
office
admits that Abraham Lincoln
An undertaker from Albuquerque
been consumed in eight days.
was summoned and he will reach here sieged with Inquiries about the death ham, officials of the El Oro mine England are now in a state of war," great president yet prior to his elec- $3.00.
The coroner has not determined tha
Xo.
M.
V.
A.
said
in
have
mem'here
arrived
J.
10,
112,
190S,
after
April
Aikens, Candidate
Chopez, nature of the concoction.
safety
tion to the presidency his entire pubtonight to take charge of the body. of Mr. Luna. It came so suddenly a hard and
$3.00.
dangerous ride through ber of parliament from Brandon, lic service consisted of a term or two
Friends of Mr. Luna in this part of and 30 unexpectedly that many could
Xo. 113, April 1G, 1908, S. Lopez,
VAGRANT ADMITS MURDER.
the trouble territory. On the way In Manitoba who has Just returned here in the Illinois legislature and one
the country are arriving in the town not realize it had occurred.
Salt Lake City, Utah, Aug. 30.
the Americans killed two rebels and from a continental trip, in an inter- term in congress. Governor Wilson's $10,00.
Mr. l.una was about fifty veiv.i
to learn the details of his death.
,
No. 122, July 10, 190S, J. S.
Charles Taylor, serving a vagrancy
view here today.
As nearly as could be learned', Mr. and was the last male member ot that wounded a third, they report.
public career consists of two years
sentence here, admitted last night
See item No. 11.
$50.00.
"The overt blow hffs not yet been as Governor of a great commonwealth
Juarez, Mex., Aug. 30. Official adLuna's body must have been floating branch of the Luna family. Fo. sixNo. 123. July 10, 1908, J. S. Mac. that he is the man sought by Cheyin the sheep dip for several hours teen ears he w? the Repuhlle.ni ra vices received today by General Tel-le- z struck," he continued, "but, when it and every body declares that he has
were that Mexican federal troops is, all may be over In three months or made a good
enne, Wyo., authorities In connection
and if he tavish, $5.00.
governor
indicating that he had left tne house tional committeeman and prominent
No. 124, July 21, 1908, Cleta Ro with the murder of a watchman in the
under-- makes as great a president as Linand gone to the vat sometime during in every political move during that had been se.t from Hormoaillo to EI three days. When Canada
Cheyenne railroad yards, August i,
the night. That r simply stumbled 'me :;i New Mexico. A brother, I'ran- - Tigre camp to give protection to the stands, I believe the dominion's coln even the most fastidious should
1911.
Americans there.
(Continued on Page Five.)
and fell into the vat is out of all ques - 1:l''no Luna w?'s at one time
too satisfied."
hearty help will be forthcoming.
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at Chicago on the 5th day

of August,
affiliations, who believe in the prinof the Progressive Party, as
The dcvotioiut ! exorcist's of the I:i- men's enforce truthfulness. The ap- ciples
in the platform adopted by
contained
conthe
to
Mistruths
to
and
its
of
peal
(iifMvnct
National Progressive Convention
sum Teachers was conducted y ester-idu- science of the scholar were the most the
at Chicago on the th day of August,
eflective means to that end.
morning ly Mis. Heald-- of
The devotional services in the af- 1912, are cordially Invited to attend
Her subject was What the
such precinct
primaries and take
Bible means to me." After speaking ternoon were presided over by Dr.
therein.
to
was
part
Alonzo
Rev.
Heald.
to
said
Bright
joi what it meant to others, the
In precincts where chairman are
have spoken but in his absence, sent
her it was the account of the Revela-itiowill
select
of God's love to the Hebrew race a paper which was read by Rev. J. not named, the people
Only two subjects were! chairman of their own choice.
in part and finally to all men through a M Shinier.
MIGUEL A. OTERO,
Saviour and Master, Jesus Christ. He taken up in the afternoon programme,
of State Progressive
Chairman
yet they occupied most of the after-i,the wav. the truth and the life.
The programme was then begun noon. "How to make Christians of Committee,
without teaching io. W. PRICHARD,
with a paper by Miss Francis Hawley Catholic-childre- n
Secretary of State Progressive
of Embudo on" the subject "Begin- - disrespect to the religion of their paCommittee.
ning's in Number Work." She decla-- rents," was opened up by Mr. J. C.I
red that the subject of number work Ross and the discussion that followed
u T0 waste your
and its connection with the other was quite spirited and varied. Mr.!
)t wiI not pa
influence of the time
courses in our schools was in acna-- i
out your legal form
bijuuc
writing
over
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
life
otic condition since leading educators Christian teacher in the daily
when yQU cm get
alra(1y prlnt.
WITH
TICKETS had various theories in regard to it. ice pupil anu men oi uie eueci tn e(J ftt thJ New Mexican Printing
ALL CASH PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER
child
the
of
in
life
converted
the
the
one
is
the
Some insist that it
subject!
uie ummgin. Q
which gives mental strength, and mine, tie einpuasizeu
A
Ad. In ths New Mexican
if
a
Catholic
that
parent objected to sees Want
others contend that literature, art,
more
in one day than you
people
and culture, are the only things nis cnua s using me rroieMum iMuie, can see
ln a month. Try one.
ivnrA ahilo Ttntwppn
thpm is a to tell him to bring a Catholic Bible
nanny mean to be sought and attained and then to compare them and that he
HOT WEATHER IS QUICK
find that the differences were
by the Mission teacher in accord with would
TO AFFECT THE BOWELS.
'her school's needs. A knowledge of infinitesimal. He called attention to
Bible of both the
t
language is necessary in order that the fact that in the
Fact That Extreme
the child may follow directions, quick commandments were the same word
came to the
Heat Conduces to Chronic
;ly. accurately and intelligently and be; tor word, hut when it
Constipation.
'able to express his conclusions clear-- ! manmade Catechism, that in that
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Tn
lv and nriKitivplv
the Plaza me commandment tnat naa to ao wiui
The disposition to eat cold food ami
images was left out even
AH kinds Of flowers farden & field Seeds ID bulk and PackaceS1 schools, the first "need is to develop graven
ALFALFA SEED,
f.,nlilin,. nnfl rnnf,rptp though it was in the Catlholic Bible. Indulge in iced drinks Is one reason
anu uiarrnoea is so
objects and then to proceed slowly to; lne Bible is Gods word ana tne wny constipation
Fe
The only exclusive grain house in
new and unfamiliar facts. During the Catechism is man's word." Be frank prevalent in summer, and there is no
should !w"ith every child and give to them time when people should more care-first vear the number work
he incidental in that no formal les-- ' the Word of God and let that soak in. fully avoid bow el disturbances, as
hut tihe teacher It will do its work. A method of much serious disease is directly trace-i- s
Phone Black sonseverareto tobebeon given,
Phone Black
the alert to bring out Bible teaching for more advanced able to these conditions. We need all
A. C. Hey-- ' of our strength to withstand the
simple, fundamental facts in connec- - P'H'ils was treated by Rev.
He advocated enervating effect of heat,
tion with reading and language. After nlan of Albuquerque.
To regulate the bowels and quickly
a child has come to understand sim-- the use of such a course from the 4th
pie questions and statements and has Blade and up. After various strug- relieve even the most aggravated case
gained some confidence in his own Sles and experiments along the line, : of constipation, the combination of
en-pie laxative herbs with pepsin, known
ability to use the English correctly, nt' had found that a publication
Dawson Coal
number work as special subject may titled "Early Christian Heroes" edit-- ; as Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, is
Sawed tWood
bo taken up. But advancement is to eo" hy John L. Keedy was the best highly recommended by all who have
El Toro
take place very slowly, first by the textbook. The conference then ad- - ever used it. X'nlike cathartics and
violent purgatives, Dr. Caldwell's Sy- iuse of concrete objects, then by the Journed to S:4o tomorrow.
use of concrete examines,
then ab-- !
At the Allison school, the local rup Pepsin acts gently on the stom- stract oral work and last of all, written staff of teachers gave a reception last ch, liver and bowels, without griping
or other discomfort, bringing reliet
work. The work should ever he con- - night to the visitors. A most
with the vital objects of life able programme was given and a in an easy, natural manner. It can be
and thus secure the cooperation
of most delightful evening was passed used with perfect safety by the most
the pupil in the work. Use marbles or b;. all. Tonight a like reception will delicate woman or child, and yet is
'other things in this illustrative pro- be tendered to the teachers by the equally effective for the strongest con-- ;
All Kinds of Building Materials.
cess. P.e sure and avoid routine how- session of the Presbyterian Church at stitution. Mild, pleasant to take, and
ever. Variety must be had to hold the the Manse.
inexpensive, it is the ideal family lax-- ;
Doors, Red
ative. By cleansing the towel tract,
pupil. Run in constant reviews. Yet
i'ard 333 Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
thoroughly and eliminating the foreign
see to it that these are made inte-matter and poisons that irritate and
resting as well. Give one thing at a COUNTY PROGRESSIVE
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
inflame, it will quickly check summer
Phone, Red 100
jtime. Don't take up subtraction until
CONVENTION diarrhoea and restore normal condi-- ,
addition is mastered. Miss Hawley
tions.
illustrated teaching the counting system in various ways, which of course
Druggists sell Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
proceeds even instruction in addition.; Pursuant to a call of the State Pepsin for fifty cents a bottle a largVarious combinations of letters, do-- j Progressive Executive Committee, on er, family size costs one dollar. Get
minoes, toothpicks, etc., may be used the 12th day of August, 1912, for a a bottle and keep it in the house; it
State Progressive Convention' to oe will save many times its cost in doc- jir these studies. In all phases of the held
in the City of Albuquerque
on tor bills. A free trial bottle, postpaid,
number work he "slow but steady and
the 10th day of September next, to can be obtained by writing to Dr. W.
thus win the race.'
PHONE 85 MAIN.
The next subject on the program- - nominate a candidate for Represen B. Caldwell, 40C "Washington St., Monme was "How to interest intermediate tative in Congress and three presi- - ticello, Illinois.
AND
Miss E. M. Cha- - dential electors.
pupils in language."
Notice is hereby given that a Coun-- !
pin was not able to be present hut her
SWASTIKA LUMP
FACTORY WOOD
was read by Mrs. Heald. The ty Convention of fife Progressive
paper
LUMP
SAWED WOOD
of the County of Santa Fe will
jaim in the first place should be to Party
STEAM COAL
CORD WOOD
draw out what they themselves know be held in the City of Santa Fe, at
320-ACRRANCH
and thus get an expression
of tl)e Delgado Hall, on the 7th of Septem-ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
with
which thev are nerfectlv uer m- - t0 choose sixteen delegates all under
things
fence, good improveMontezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
t
familiar. Help them to see the things t0 atten(i said state Progressive
of water. Fine hay
lots
ments,
ve
ntionin
an(1
the
several
precincts
are every day before them, such
land with a fine
land
and
farm
said
,Lis
are
uder
call,
ar, the colorings of the sunrises and
coaycrop on it and about 40 head of
Listen to tihe sounds around tilled to the following number of
cattle. Six miles from railroad
and compare them to other sounds 'legates in said county convention:
No. 1, Pojoaque, two delegates.
and 7 miles from the mountain.
that they may learn. Teach them
No. 2, Tesuque, two rlelcgates.
Sell at a bargain. Address,
sympathy with others round about.
No. 3, Santa Fe, ten delegates.
Tell them parts of stories and thus
FRANK DAVIS,
No.
4, Santa Fe, ten delegates.
arouse their interest to read the re-- :
Successor to
Moriarty, N. M.
No. 5, Agua Fria, two delegates.
niainder
themselves.
Demand freNo.
6,
two
Cienega,
written
delegates.
quent,
Some
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
compositions.
No. 7, Cenillos, three delegates.
of these may have to do with
the
No. S, Galisteo, one delegate.
home life of the people and prove also
FIRST-CLAS- S
No. 9, San Ildefonso, two delegates.
to be an education along that line for
No. 10, Stanley, two delegates.
Ex-- ,
yourself. Have class criticisms.
No. 11, Golden, four delegates.
Also First-Clas- s
plain and review your definitions. But
Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons
No. 12, Lamy, four delegates.
!ever strive to draw out what is alTlieGreatest Discovery of the Age.
No. IS, Glorieta, two delegates.
ready within the mind and then work
310 San Fracisco St.
Phone Main 139
Made
from the formula of an Em
No.
two
14, Chimayo,
from the known to unknown,
delegates.
inent German Doctor. It will
No. 15, Santa Cruz, six delegates.
5ANTA FE, N. M.
two
these
Following
papers Miss
No. 1C, Vpper Santa Cruz, six dele- cure all rheumatic and muscular
iAbbie Sawyer spoke on grading the
pains in both old and young. Recpiaza school. This was admitted to gates.
No. 17, Santa Fe, eight delegates. ognized by most leading doctors
bo a very difficult task on account of
No. IS, Santa Fe, nine delegates. as the
iso many dropping in for only a little
greatest cure for Rheuma- No. 19, Madrid, four delegates.
Stiff
while and then dropping out again.
Necks, Stiff Shoulders,
tism,
No. 20, San Pedro, six delegates.
But yet it was felt that there sihould
Colds in the Chest,
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Lame
Backs,
No. 21, Otto, two delegates.
a
be
definite
of
in
that
system
the
grading
Stomach, are all
Cramps
From
No. 22, Nambe, two delegates.
La Salle
should correspond as nearly as pos-- !
removed
by following the
quickly
No.
BARRANCA
Rio
en
dele23,
TAOS sible to the public school, and then
Medio, two
directions closely thataccompany
gates.
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Meets Both North South make exceptions to this rule in
ieach package of UNCLE ABE'S
No. 24, Kennedy, two delegates.
with the needs. It was also felt
Telephone II.
Bounds Trains.
RHEUMATISM SOAP. GuaranPrecinct
conventions
are
primary
that the
schools should not
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of follow but mission
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Storo.
should lead in the cause of hereby called for the 4th day of teed under the Food and Drugs
the north bound train and arrives at education. In place of tihe next num- September, 1912, at 2:00 p. m., except Act.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Taos at 7 p. m.
J. KILBRIDE, SOLE AGENT,
Rooms for Pent 2Gc and 50c.
ber on the programme, Miss O. E. precincts Nos. 3, 4, 17 and 18 of the
No.
Bridge Plaza,
Ten miles shorter than any other Meeker spoke on the subject of Truth- city of Santa Fe, and primaries are Suite 34 and 35. Dept 0.
Short Orders at All Hours.
Island Citv. New York.
way. Good covered' hacks and good fulness. Admitting the difficulties in 'hereby called for at last named pre- Prlee 2Sc Long
Hv Mail add fic. for Postage
pkir
per
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
teams. Fare S5.00 round trip. Teams the way, Miss Meeker declared that cincts for the 6th day of September. ALL MAIL ORDEHS PROMPTLY FILLED-- j
french Noodle Order 10c a diss.,
furnished commercial men to take In as Mission workers they had a great 1912 at 8:00 p. m., to meet at the places named below in said precincts.
Kew York Chop Susy 50c ths
surrounding towns. Wire Rnbude advantage over many other teachers
The following persons are hereby
in that they could use the open Bible
Station.
and from its precepts and command- - designated as chairmen to call said
precinct conventions to order:
No. 1, Pojoaque, b7 Cecilio Romero,
at his house.
No. 2, Tesuque, by Lucas Chaves, at
I
school house.
Somehow there exists a vast amount of
No. 3, Santa Fe, by Nicolas Sena,
of curing
keptirisin as to the possibility
We state none but facta,
Consumption.
at Simon Vigil's.
sincere
it) what we assert.
and
are
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
No. 4, Santa Fe, by Fritz Muller,
If ourselves afflicted with Tubercu-losiwe should do precisely what we at Justict of the Peace office.
Alteraask others to do take Kckmau's
'TheWeslPoiot of the Southwest.'
No. 5, Agua Fria
tive promptly and faithfully. The reason we should do this and warrant we
No. 6, Cienega, by German Pino,
have for askinu all Consumptives to take
Ranked as "Distinguished
at
It. is that we have the reports of many
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alter Ladies and
Gents' Garments at

or

cures, one of which follows:
ltilli Susquehanna Ave., Phila., Pa.
'Oentleiiieii: Kor two years I wa
afflicted with heinorrhnces of the hint:,
the uuuiber totaled nearly one huudred.
another
Our familv physician udvlstd
be
climate, as' to remain would probably
In Feb1
and
remained
however.
fatal;
a severe
ruary of 1!'U2. I wn taken with
attack of nru'unmnia. When I recovered
sutlii iently to walk about the house I was
a
witti
left
frightful hackin couch.
which no medicine 1 had taken could
1 was attain
advised to (!o to
alleviate.
It was at
another part of the country.
this time, March. HKi'J. that I learned of
Eckimin's Alterative. In a short time my
ouuh was cone and 1 was pronounced
'well' or 'cmed.' Since that time i have
bad two slisht attacks of pneumonia
anil I have resorted to no other medicine
to effect a cure.
"I am at present in excellent health and
feel that as lone as 1 can obtain ik-nian'- s
Alterative, I have no fear of Con1 cannot speak
too highly for
sumption.
the iiinnl it has done."
HOWAltO I.. KI.OTZ.
iSiuned)
i'.i kin.in's Alterative is effective in liron-chitiAsthma. Hay Fever: Throat and
Troubles, and in upbuilding the
lines not contain poisons, opiates
. rrem.
or habit-foriuindrucs. Ask for booklet
nt cured cjiscs and write to Eckman
Laboratory. Philadelphia. Pn., for more evidence. For sale by ail
druggists and
O'
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No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

7,
S,
9.

Cerrillos

Galisteo
San Ildefonso

10, Stanley
11, Golden, by Nick Montoya,

at school house.
No. 12, Lamy,

jat school house.

by Roque Tudesque,

No. 13. Glorieta, by Lee 'Williams,
at. school house.
No. 14. Chimayo, by Jose Santos

Ortiz, at his house.
No. 13, Santa Cruz, by Gregorio
Herrera, at Borregos Hall.
No. 10, Upper Santa Cruz, by Jose
La Cruz Fresquez, at his house.
No. 17, Santa Fe, by W. E. Griffin,
:at Delgado Hall.
No. 18, Santa Fe, by E. C. Burke,
at Court House.
No. 19, Madrid.
Xo. 20, San Pedro
No. 21, Otto
No. 22, Nambe, by Miguel Herrera,
at his store.

j
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cities in Europe and America.
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It will not pay you tc wast your
tlem writing out your legal form
when you can get them already prinfr
ed at th New Mex;kD Printing
Company.
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tion of the leases asked for by the
We are informed
that
companies.
after a sufficient amount of leases are
put up to make it worth the while of
the big companies they will send;
other geologists to examine the fieh:
and if they corroborate the reports
of the first drilling will begin at once
There is no fear expressed in regard
to the report of the geologists; the
main rub is in getting the leases.
Dayton Informer.

NEWS OF THE STATE
NEW HITCHING POST.
The screen doors at the postoffice
were torn aown the other day by a
horse being tied to them. My! what
Wonder where
will they do next?
the fellow's eyes were, must have
been in his pocket, there ar plenty
of good hitch racks over town. Des
Moines Swastika.
THE CHUTE THE CHUTES.
A "chute the chutes'' is being built
at Haynes Pirk natatorium. The
chute is built from the top of the old
court house band stand, which was
moved to the park a few weeks ago.
It runs down into the water, with
an upward curve at the bottom.
Roswell News.
WAIST HIGH MILLET.
Conversation heard on the streets
last Saturday many times:
Well how are your crops?
Finest kind, millet waist high and
a good stand, corn ought to make
from 30 to 35 bushels, of beans will
make a thousand pounds to the acre,
I have them, never saw the like of
the oats as high as my head and
loaded with grain and the garden
well the way stuff will grow here it
beats anything I ever saw, next year
I'll have a windmill and insure all
kinds of garden truck as the rains
may not come at just the right time
next year.
THE OLD STORY.
The body of a Mexican railroad laborer was found last Sunday corning about 10:30 o'clock lying by the
side of the road through the field out
beyond the
plant. There
was a large shotgun' wound in the
right breast and his face bruised and
battered. In his hand a knife was
His pockets were
tightly clutched.
empty of money but contained, it is
said, two bottles of whisky. It was
found out from some of his fellow
laborers that the man's name was
Margarito Salinas, a native of old
Mexico, aged 24 years, and employed
sheep-dippin-

Southwestern extra
gang working here. Vauhn Reporter.
in an El Paso and

TORRANCE FAIR.
The management of the Torrance
fair wishes to announce that plans for
the fair to be held in Willard October
2nd and 3rd are going right along,
and that the reports from over the
county indicate a large attendaiee.
The exhibit will be a large one,
every part of the county will be represented.
The livestock exhibit also
promises to be on a large scale.
There will be ball games, and many
other kind of snorts.
The premium list is being arranged
and will bring the winners ample re-

FIRST DELIVERY.
The San Juan Chief cannery made
their first delivery of canned goods
to the home merchants yesterday.
Tne Fole Bros., with their able as-- I
sistants, are doing all in their power
to take care of the surplus fruit. Now
do your part by asking for San Juan
Chief brand when you want canned
goods. The Foiey boys are certainly
turns.
hustlers and all should give them all
The railroads will make a one fare the support possible. The cannery is
rate during the fair, thereby aiding running every clay and is employing
the bringing in outside people. Wil- over thirty hands, which means a pay
lard Record.
roll of over $:00 per week, to say
nothing of the money paid for fruit.
WILL NOT GIVE UP.
Institutions of this kind is what perand land values
"Have you people given up?-- ' is the manent prosperity
inquiry sent in from one of the mem- are based on. Farmington
bers of the state legislature with
reference to the state normal propoUSED A KNIFE.
rtion. Given up? What an absurdSaturday night, Genaro G. Lopez, a
ity. What a dream you have bad, my
dear sir. Did you ever know of Ciovis Mexican youth employed in the recla-- i
giving up? And especially if she was mation service, was severely cut by
after a thing that she was entitled to, another Mexican, named Dominguez.
the people wanted her to have and Lepez is a quiet, industrious fellow,
was the most logically fitted for? a'ld was at Sis home in the south part
Nay, nay, Pauline. The mistake is a of town when a neighbor woman rebad error and we will say to ynj quested him to come to her home and
openly, publicly end above board that help quiet her hushand, who was on
Ciovis has not given up by
my the groun in his yard, raising a disof the
means, we must have the normi'. turbance. Being a friend
When the fellow said "Thrice armed soused one, "Jimmy" as he is familis he whose sword is tempered with iarly called by those who ltnow him,
justice," he spelled out our platfoim stooped over the man to assist hira
to arise, when the prostrate one stabin big letters. Ciovis Journal.
bed and cut him in the legs. Five
stitches were taken in the wounds,
SITUATION ALL RIGHT.
So far as we have been able to which are not believed to he danger- learn the old situation is about the !ous, but sufficiently painful to confine
same as it was last. week. The m?in the unfortunate Jimmy to his home
work so far accomplished has been for a few days. The soused indiviin the making of a preliminary exam- dual was arrested and taken to hor.rd
ination of the field of competent with Sheriff Stewart at the expense
of the town. Carlsbad Argus.
geologists and the securing of a per- -

!
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SHOES

UUIIUUL UilULO

SUMMER
TOURIST
RATES

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
St. Louis, St. Paul,
$44.35
$50.35
$50.35
Colo. Springs,
Pueblo,
$16.15
$18.15
Chicago,

Denver,

$21.10
Salt Lake,
$40.00

CALIFORNIA.

San Francisco,

Los Angeles,
San Diego,

$46.90

San Francisco,

Oakland,

One way via Portland,

$55.90

$73.35

to September 30th.
Return limit, Oct. 31st.
SPECIAL EXCURSION FARES.
On sale daily,

Los Angeles,

San Francisco,

San Francisco,

San Diego,

Oakland,

One way via Portland

$40.55

$50.55

$67.50

August 29, 30, 31, Sept. 2, 3, 5, 6.
Return limit, Oct. 31st, 1912.

Visit the Grand Canyon of Arizona

Liberal Stop Over Privileges.
LOW RATES TO MANY

1912.

OTHER POINTS EAST AND WEST.

Summer Tourist Rates from Colorado and Other Eastern
Points to Santa Fe, New Mexico.

For further information call on or address,
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
SANTA FE, N. M.

a
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Are the Children's Feet Ready for School ?

1.V

School Shoes are a
sort of a hobby here
BOYS

FOR

RIGHT!

CHAS. A. WHEELOX,
WANTED By colored man, posiARTHUR SEUGMAX,
H. P.
tion as cook in small country or citv
Seer tary.
hotel. Address Box 33, this offico.

GIRLS THE SCHOOL
SHOES SHOULD BE JUST
Just right in shape to hold
OR

Santa Fe Commandery

FOR SALE Good team of young
Regular mountain
horses, for driving or ridconclave fourth Moning. Santa Fe Hardware and Supply
day in each month at Co.
Masonic Hall at 7:30
No. 1, K. T.

the feet in a correct, comfortable position. Just
right in durability to stand the hard knocks
they're sure to receive. Just right in price, so
as not to harm the FAMILY PURSE !

WHEN

It comes to Shoeing

NOBODY

class.

p. in.

FOR RENT In private family, to
two or four people, two nice sunny
rooms; one has private entrance. Xext
to bath, electric lights, teledoor
Santa Fe Lodge of PerAddress "L" care New Mexiphone.
fection No. 1, 14th de- can.
gree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
TYPEWRITERS.
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month at Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
7:30 o'clock in the evening in Mason- platens furnished. Ribbons and supic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting plies. Typewriters sold, exchangee
Scottish Rite .Masons are cordially in- and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guarvited to attend.
anteed. Santa Fe Typiwriter ExS. G. CART WRIGHT, 32.
Venerable Master. change. Phone "31.
H. KENNEDY, E.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

we're right in our

Children

IS!

EXCELLS

SHOES FOR GIRLS
Sizes, 8J4 to

Sizes, 5, to 8
Prices, $1.00 to $2,00

1

1

Prices, $1.25 to $2,25

Sizes, 1 14 to 2
Prices, $1.50 to $2.50

Sizes,

Santa Fe LodgeXo.
P. O. E.,
400, B.
holds its regular
session on the second
and
fourth
Wednesday of each
month.
Visit ing

22 to 6

Prices, $2.00 to $3.00

12

Sizes,

13

brothers are

$1.25 to $2.50

to $2.00

(?

$3.00

,

step-ladde-

E

JOHN PFLUEGER

step-ladde-

THE

2f

f.

SUMMER
TOURIST
TICKETS
On

Sale

Until

Daily,

Sept. 30, 1912.
IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
CHICAGO,

$50.35

NEW YORK,

$79.35

BOSTON,

ST. LOUIS,

$85.95
$44.35

BUFFALO,

$69.85

ST. PAUL,

$50.35

CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
WITH THE

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED

f
vALIrUlVlllil

Al 1PHDMIA

LOS ANGELES

Coin? via El Paso and Southern Pacific and returning
same route, or via A., T. & S. F.

and SAN DIEGO,

$46.90

SAN FRANCISCO,

senger Agt. E. P.
H. A. COOKER,

& S.

N. M. C. R. R.,

A" little want ad costs but a few
cents and brings wonderful results

Try one.
Pas-

W. System, El Paso, Texas, or

General Manager

tember.

when published in the New Mexican.

$55.90

For further information address Eugene Fox, Gen'l

1

SANTA FE, N. M

Today's news today.
the New Mexican.
New Mexican

bring results.

Tou get It in

want ads. aJway

The above picture shows the last
word in newspaper composition :na-chinery. It is the latest model Lino-- j
type known as a Xumber Eight and it
is today being insta'led in the com-- j
Mexposing room of the Daily New
machthe
C.
F.
expert
McKay,
ican by
in charge of the New
inist-operator
Mexican's linotype battery. The new
machine will be in operation next
week and readers of the New Mex
ican nre invited to call and see its al
most human work. This machine is
the first to arrive of the battery ot
linotvnes which are being installed
and which make the Daily New Mex
ican the best equipped newspaper and
commercial printing
plant in the
The Number Eight is the
southwest.
most wonderful piece of printing machinery in existence today. None but
those engaged in the printing business know the wonderful strides that
have been made, since the first crude
but efficient Linotype was placed in
a composing room. But of all the in
that have
ventions and appliances
been nlaced tmon these intricate ma
chines, the Number Eight, for newspaper work, is the latest and most
wonderful mit out by the Linotype
people. The machine which" the New
Mexican is installing and which is

destined to supplant all

the

lias some knowledge of manual training, to teach t the New Mexico Reform School for a term of about 7
months and serve as t;uard the balance of year. Salary, $70.00 monthly,
without hoard. A twelve months' contract will he given to a satisfactory
r,
applicant.
Correspond with A. C.
Sec'y of X. M. R. S., Springer,
Cel-lie-

X. M.

Fe

Ml

other

Linotypes in newspaper composition,
In other
ij a low built
words, it carries in three magazines
at all times, three different sets of
mats making therefrom, three different sizes of type. Until recently, the
Number Five was considered the last
word in newspaper composition, but
the Number Eight is the Number
Five with three decks instead of one
The Num
and other improvements.
ber Five mach.ne could be changed
from one type to another by chang
ing the magazines, removing one and
replacing it with another. The operator on the Number Eight, can shift
from one magazine by merely turning
a lever and altering a mold, all of
which requires but a few seconds of
He does not even leave his
time.
chair. On heavy s'ugs. a water cooling device insures perfect work.
The new machine is equipped for
straight composition, display advertising and head letter work insuring
work
the public the most
in the New Mexican of any newspaper in the state. The purchase of
these machines is in keeping with the
announced policy of the owners of
the New Mexican, to make this paper
the leading dally newspaper ot the

1

II

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
August 22, 1912.
Notice is hereby given tihat Leopol-d- c
Gonzales, of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
who, on May 27, 1907, made
Entry No. 11519 for N
SW
SE
NW
SW
NE
Section 34, Township 15 N., Range 9
E., X. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
oi intention to make
proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver,
U S. Land Office at Santa Fe, Xew
Mexico, on the 15th day of October,

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
lT. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,

N. M.

August 22, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Jose N.
Gonzales of Galisteo, N. M., who, on
May 27, 1907, made Homestead Entry
No. 11515, for S
Section 33,
SE
S
Section 34, Township
SW
15 North, Range 9 East, N. M.
P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make
proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver, U. S. Land
Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on
1912.
the 15th day of October, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Ortiz, Pedro Ortiz y Pino,
Juan Ortiz, Pedro Ortiz y Pino, AuAgustine Montoya, Estanislado Pena, gustine Montoya, Estanislado Pena,
all of Galisteo. X. M.
all ot Galisteo, Xew Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Register.
Home-stead-

y

4

SUMMER TOURIST HATES

three-decke-

southwest.

WANTED A male teacher with
state teaching qualifications, and who

Is there a hustler In Santa Fe a
really steady man who speaks Eng.
Camp lish and
Spanish one who will con1 37)14,
M. W. A.
meets second Tues- - scientiously work eight hours a day
who doesn't want a detective at his
day each month, so-- heels who will
speak the truth who
cial meeting third
will ,not prevaricate or deceive who
at. Fi ro.
Tuesdav
will not draw from his imagination to
man's Hall. Visit
secure customers
or whose
sole
welcome.
ing neigubors
ambition is to make a hundred dolA. G. WH1TTIER, Consul.
lars in 10 days no matter how he
:CIIAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
gets it, or how he deceives. To be
ciean cut, tidy, dress as a gentleman,
F. W. FARMER
and he need not have patent leather
Homestead
No
for we want the man to shine
2879. Brotherhood shoos,
it the proper end. Must not chew
of American Yeogum, or smoke during office hours.
men.
Some ladies can fill the bill better
Meets first FriSl.-than a man.
."
day of the month
The work is to visit every Public
at the Fireman's School
throughout Xew Mexico, secure
Hall.
teachers as pupils, or those who want
H. Foreman, A. E. P. Robinson.
to become teachers, and to report
Cor.
Sec.
David where a Business
College would be
Gonzales.
well supported. Where men and women, boys and girls, are hungry for
ODD FELLOWS, education, who want to
push a pencil
No. 2, I. O. O. F. for a
living instead of a wheelbarrow.
Santa Fe Lodge We want hundreds of these men and
meets regularly women throughout the U. S. A. We
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock pay expenses anywhere
and credit
in Odd Fellows Hull. Visiting broththem with stock and expect their
ers always welcome.
brains and behavior to warrant a success. One week's training at the
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA. Santa Fe Business College is suffiLodge No. 259, holds its regular cient.
Are you suitable? Show us your
meeting on the first Thursday of each
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m. fofltures and we can read your bumps
Visiting brothers are invited and wel- and see your character in your face.
come.
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
WALTER NORTON,
DAVID GONZALES,
President.
Secretary.

Santa

OFFICIAL NEWS
Suit was filed today in the district
court, entitled, "The State' of N'ew
Mexico vs. Lola Chavez de Armijo.'
The question involved is the title'
to the position of state librarian, held
by Mrs. Armijo and claimed by ex-Governor W. T. Thornton who was
given the appointment by Governor
McDonald since the adjournment ot
the legislature, that body having re--;
fused to confirm the nomination of
Mrs. Victory just prior to the close
of the session, thus making Goxcrnor
Thornton's nomination a recess ap--:
pointment.
The information alleges that Mrs.
Armijo, being a woman and not qua-- i
lifted under the constitution and lawa
of Xew Mexico to hold the office of
state librarian, assumes to hold the
office without authority of law.
The action of ouster is brought in
this information by Attorney General
Clancy and the question will be de
termined upon the return of Judge
E C. Abbott, who is expected to be
in Santa Fe about the first ot Sep

invit-

ed and welcome.
FRANK T. BLAXDY,
Exalted Ruler,
1
M. A. LIEXAU,
Secretary.

to

Prices,
Prices,
SERIOUS INJURY.
Whi'e doing some work in a bathroom of the Wc'Is flats building on
6
iSfuth Main street about 5:20 o'c;.cl;
to
Prices, $1.50
tlii''. morning, Ray Waitf.-.sn
w!l
krewn young man of the city, fell
fiom a
striking his head
'against the tub ind fracturing his
skull, lie was hurried to St. Mary's
SEE 01R
'hospital by Dr. IT. H. Keith and at a
late hour this afternoon he was restWindow
ing as we'I as could be expected, although yet in a serious, if not critical 1
Display
Different
condition.
The wound, which is just
above the ear is a bad one. and much
blood is flowing from the ear. His
physician and friends anticipate his1
"
recovery.
29.
Senator clared any speeches he purposed to
Suokane, Wash., Aug.
Walters, who is a son of R. O. Wal- tors, the owner of the big building, William E. Borah, of Idaho, denied make probably would not be accepttoday the statement
was making some repairs in one of emphatically
able to the republican national com- the bathrooms.
He was standing on that he would campaign actively in
demittee.
a
when he lost his bal- support of President Taft. He
ance and fell to the floor. His head
struck the rim of the tub. Nearby
NEW MEXICAN
persons heard his screams end ran NEW LINOTYPE FOR
to his assistance.
He was slightly inIS LAST WORD IN PRINTING MACHINERY
jured about the body. He is not unMr. Walters is about 21
conscious.
years old. Roswell Record.
UNION O. K.
Ye editor, during his recent trip to
central Illinois, returned to Clayton
realizing that Union county,
is entitled to a place in the
front rank among the best agricultural and stock raising portions of
our country. During our travels we
took special notice of the various
crops adapted to the central states,
and in comparison with Union county cereals, we have no hesitancy in
saying that our crops equal any we
saw during our trip. Indian
corn,
broom corn, wheat, oats, milo maize,
kaffir corn, watermelons, cantaloupes,
vegetables, etc., have this year corroborated former statements made by
the Citizen that New Mexico, especially the Union county portion, is a favored place for those who desire a
home where diversified farming will
remunerate those who have means
and gumption. We honestly consider
New Mexico more desirable
for a
home location than Nebraska, Kansas
or Oklahoma as cyclones, hot winds,
and often the sultry suffocating atmosphere of those states'' are unknown
in New Mexico.
Clayton Citizen.
$1.15

C.

B. P. O. E.

SHOES FOR B0YS - BUT0N OR LACE
Sizes, 8 to

WANTS

MASONIC.

.Montezuma Lodge
FOR RENT C room house with,
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
furniture or not, Aug. 20, D. S. Low-- it
communiRegular
cation first Monday ski.
of each month at
FOR SALE Two story residence on
Masonic
Hall at
Palace avenue. Lot 60x240 feet. O. I!.
T: 'M.
Watson & Co.
A LAX R. McCORD, W. M.
CHAS. E. IJNXEY, Secretary.
FOR SALE Fine young saddle
pony,
gentle, 5 gaits. Telephone
No.
Fe
Santa
Chapter
Ranch, Tesuque.
1, R. A. M.
Regular
second
convocation
WANTED Position as chaufFeur",
Monday of each month will do
own reair work.
Address
at Masonic Hall at
E. . J., care New Mexican.
7:30 p. m.

j

Times-Hustle-

EAST AND WEST

Low

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

Sizes, 2'2 to

5

On sale

PAGE THREE

TO
All Stations East and West
FROM
Stations on the Denver & Rio Grande
IN

EFFECT

June 1st to September 30th
Return Limit, October 31st
Liberal Stopovers.
For Information as to rates, reservations,
etc., call on or write to any D. & R. Q. Agent or
W. D. Shea, T. F. & P. A., Santa Fe.

WILLIAM

FARAH-E-

MIL

An Ice Cold Bottle or Glass of
Lemp's Beer will kill your

thirst!

A (Jlass of California Wine will
put blood in your veins
A Drink of Old Taylor Whiskey

i"r

will make you forget your
troubles !

Phone Orders Attended To Promptly.

riHAD
'Un

Detroit.

Phone 239 W

.

...

.

.
5

Batteries:
Hamilton

NEWS.

Dubuc
and
and Alexander.

Boston
Philadelphia

STANDING OF THE

!!at-,;v'-

9

F. B. Muneo, Eaa.

2

2

Hall
and Carrigan,
Coombs, Bender, Houck and Lapp,

AS

-

1

j

i

TODAY'S GAMES

Ti

tev

7

ARE

TIME TABLE ALL

WORK IN NEW YORK

LOCAL TRAINS

announcing themselves bound for various western states to be brides of

farmers.
Eddie Foy with seven of his eight
children made his first vaudeville appearance on Broadway yesterday.
Aciflo fprtm th,

p. m.
D. &
G. Ry.
10:05 a. m. for north.
4:20 p. m. from north.
MEXU.O CENTRAL RY
12:45 p. ai., connects wltH
No. 4 east end 1 south and west
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connection
from No. 3 east.
cut-of- t
Passengers for the Belen
and Pecos Valley points shou'd now
leave at 3:30 n. m. instead of 7 20 ai
heretofore.
Connection leaves Albuquerque at 7:55 p. m. instead of 2:20

Leaves
Arrive
NEW
Leave

The following are the time table
of the lvcal railroads:
New Y'ork, Aug. 30. Captain
a. m.
A. T. & S. F. Ry."
formerly of E. Troops of the
Rough Riders and at present secre- .Leave
8:10 a. m., to:' connect witt No. i
tary to Mr. Perkins and Senator Dix
on, when interviewed by a Santa Fe' westbound and No. ,10 eastbound.
New Mexican correspondent sent his
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12:10
4 Horse Power
regards to his many friends in New p. m.
; i
.'".' v
Mul-ler
Mexico, particularly to Captain,.
Leave Santa Fe at 3 : SO p; m. to
$165.00
PRICE,
and Major Massie, and said:
connect with No. 1 westbound and No.
! With Imported Magneto.
A MotorCycle without a doubt with trouble
"It Tvas especially gratifying to 'see 2 eastbound.
:':s
left at the factory.
Governor Otero in Chicago where' be
6
at
Fe
Santa
in
arrive
P.
Returning
was very popular with all the deleLeave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to co
gates from the various parts of the nect with No. 7 westbouni and No. 4
country.
Undoubtedly the governor
carried back to the fine old city some eastbound
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:35
of the spirit of the convention."
Reports of the extraordinary enthu- p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 8 : 50 p. m. to consiasm with which the progressive
movement is being received through- nect with No. 8 eastbound and No. V
LIGHT. SILENT AND RELIABLE.
out the country are pouring in daily westbound.
to progressive headquarters. Con- Returning, arrive at Santa F?. lliliO PASH BROS.,Agts.. Santa Fe
gressman Curry had a long interview
with Senator Dixon and Mr. Perk'ns
recently, and in his talk g.iaran;eed
that New Mexico would be in the first
JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor.
rank, supporting the progressive plat-- ;
form and principles.
"I hope that the fortunes of the
compaign will bring me back among
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
my old campaneros once again, as I
will accompany Colonel Rooseve't on
Family Trade Supplied.
'
his nation wide tour. I look forward
SANTA FE, N. M.
259 San Francisco St.
with great pleasure to renewing ties
of friendship interrupted, but not sev-- i
ered by the lapse of time," he said.
Guy H. Skull, Rough Rider, noted
war correspondent, publicist and au- fl,n .vhrt h a a diifipcro nf ih ni,lil f v
department o,f New York county whrjt
interviewed, appeared to be in high
Fine Imported and Domestic Wines, Liquors
spirits. Mr. Skull said:
de"The news which comes to the
partment of which I am head in New
York City indicates clearly that the
is spreading
progressive movement

Vnva fhpro wpro apv- -

eral others, but it was the children
who pleased the audience. The youngsters range from 1 to 14 years. After
the act the father kissed each one.
Mrs. Henry R. Harriman, wife of a
cousin of the late E. H. Harriman,
while visiting here received an offer
in opera. For several years Mrs.
voice has heen famous. She
has not yet decided whether to accept.
Peter J. Stafford has imprisoned in
a tin pail in his back yard what he
says is the biggest bullfrog in Cap- tivity. It weighs a pound and a half
and measures fifteen inches long and
ten inches girth. Stafford captured
the frog near Somerville, N. J., last
week after a struggle. He wants to
sell the frog. "I want at least $1,- 000 for this frog," he said yesterday,
"I need the money. I think the frog's
worth just r.s much as these rare
tures Morgan and other people buy."
Charles F. Morok, a former Belgian
eirCUS performer, who achieved con- siderable reputation as an aviator, is
Under
dead at a Brooklyn hospital.
the name Diavolo, Morok entertained
thousands of circus goers with
devil midair stunts.
An hour after a fire burned the
per floor of a flat house at 05 Mott
street, a policeman came upon the
body of John Rich. Rich was an ac-itor and spent a strenuous day pos- ing as the hero of an apartment house
fire.
Three children, almost dead from
starvation, were found by the police
huddled up on a pile of rags. It is
believed the mother abandoned them
three days ago and that they had remained ever since where she had left
thein with nothing to eat or drink.
The oldest was 4.
is
Nellie Connonier
dead of pneumonia developed from a
bean in her right lung. The child inhaled it while playing with a
Har-riman-

j

COLORADO !SALOON

j

i

PEERLESS BAR
AND CIGARS

GREGG & COLE, Props.

e

dare-LAR- S

up-us- e

n

liiu einiie uuuiiii'. in muse asseinuiy
districts in which conventions have
already been held to nominate progressive candidates, the direct leaders
report large attendance and great
enthusiasm to the chief characteristics. Democrats as well as republicans are flocking to the progressive
standard and both democrats and republicans are receiving equal honors
in the new party."
Francis W. Bird, who recently resigned an $S,000 job to join the pro- gressive party, had a most optimistic
outlook on the situation.
Mr. Bird is
now provisional head of the prfo- gressive party in New Y'ork county,
On being interviewed
he made the
following statement:

"The conditions
most encouraging.

in New York are

Rooms With

IDE
j
:
j

Prominent dem- - j
crats, republicans and independents
are daily joining the party. Only to-day a judge of one of the most im-portant courcs in the city of New
York joined our ranks and is an en-thusiastic progressive.
The districts
o; New York which have always been!
democratic are now
She
E. Glenn Green and Albert J. New- - overwhelmingly
day waiting for his recovery.
explained last night that her husband man, of Utah, Mormons, caused a riot in the doubtful column and are rapwas so fond of children that it might at the Grace church Sunday, at the idly becoming
thoroughly infected
bo comfort to him to know they were conclusion of a sermon by the Rev. with the Roosevelt spirit. A promi- near. A nurse told her her husband Dr. N. W. Bascom on "Mormons and
the
They demanded
was dving. She seemed stunned, but Mormonism."
with her children she still waits out- privilege of the floor. Many began
shouting to have them put out. The
side.
Fortanga Abravana, 14 years old, lights were turned off and on amid
fe'l four stories to the sidewalk w,...e shouts. The Mormons were forced to
waving an American flag at friends. leave.
Mounted on mustangs that looked
She was uninjured.
Scottish lassies, it seems, are pop- with alarm on street cars and the
ular as brides in sections of the far traffic, Jauden M. Ridgely and his
west. Ten per cent of the five hun- young wife, Cleo, rode out of the Bordred passengers or tlfe steamer Co- ough Hall plaza in Brooklyn yesterday
lumbia, from Glasgow, were young bound for San Francisco, which. thej
Scotch women, all of the fifty maids expect to( reach January 1, 1913.
j

1

1

Four-year-ol- d

Bath,.

i

1

. . .

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

ALBANY HOTEL

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
s with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath,,

'
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32nd Annual

St. Albans, Aug. 30

Colonel Roose-

velt made his first speech today to a
csowd in the public square here. Col.
A Want Ad. in the New Mexican
his attack on sees more people In one day than you
Rr.nsevelt continued
Jchn D. Archbold of the Standard Oil can sea in a month. Try one.
son river and who was- the president
an(i Senator Penrose, As
of the company that was erecting the comi,any
ne was speaking a man in the crowd
Work fof the New Mexican.
It is
G. McAdoo, vice chairman of the na- cane( out "Is this the Progressive
working for you, for Santa Fe and
tional committee, who is just now Republican party?''
the new state.
ot; Cokmel Roosevelt
"No
.When the Hudson tunnel company's uoss because ot the breakdown
shout)1.:
Chairman
who
and
is
.
also'
,
McComb,
When
hraml new narty.
fltvoPMiw in New York had reared
,t
Latest sporting news in the Santa
stories fa,ner ot tne P!an for banks and trust Lincoin left the Whigs there were Fe New Mexican. Read It.
Its skeleton about twenty-twinto the air a slender, inconspicu msj companies everywhere to accept the gpme higots who wou(1 not vote for
forward popular subscription to each nim JuBt as tnere are some bigots
looking man in well worn clothes
KNOW IT WELL.
e Sreal
treasurers,
;T,.ho vin not Btand wita us
stalked up to the foreman on the jolj
'
...
.
few
a
within
This
was
illustrates
the
char
!
Roosevelt
and said:
Colonel
very aptly
tn
i
"I want to go up to the 21st story." acter of the fellow who began life as miles of the Canadian border when be
citizens.
A familiar burden In many homes,
The burly foreman looked him over a Por by 'n Georgia, struggled started on 'his second days stumping
through
early young manhood In tour of Vermont today,
The burden of a "bad back."
with a sarcastic grin and replied
tackled the great
A lame, a weak or an aching back
He turned south, however, from
"Help yourself, there's a girder go- Knoxville, Tenn.,
city of opportunity, above the statue the meeting here.
Often tells you of kidney ills.
ing up on the derrick now."
Doan's Kidney Pills are for weak
The stranger carried a roll of blue of liberty, tied New Y'ork and New
Statements of Senator Penrose and
'
with a string that John D. Archbold regarding standard kidneys.
prints in his hand, and the foreman Jersey together
but McAdoo declared could nn CRmr)aen contributions had supeverybody
is
Here
Fe
Santa
testimony.
was
from
the
he
somebody
thought
J. T. Sandoval, 113 Ortiz St., Santa
office of the architect of the building, not be rrde, elevated himself to a pljed Coionel Roosevelt, he says, with
Fe, N. Mex., says: "A dull pain In thej
whom he would frighten by offering position of wealth and influence and campaign material.
small of my back, sometimes extendremark
Archbold's
a ride on the end of the long cable did a Dig part ot tne jod ot nominal
Mr.
to
Referring
me a
that hoisted the'steel frames from the ing Woodrow Wilson for president.
that there was nothing "in darkest ing into my bladder, caused
deal
of
suffering,
particularly
at
was
great
dad
McAdoo'S
the
worse
than
floors.
Which
was
president,
ground to the top
Abyssinia"
I was bothered
when I took cold.
"All right, ' said the stranger, Jump- modest salary of University ot Ten-- : treatment of Standard Oil at the
mostly in the winter, and in addition
most
ot
nessee
administra.
McAdoo
bislhtmds
and
Roosevelt
got
of
the
the
on
and
the girder
grabbing
ing
to the pain In my back, there were
cable with one hana. "Haul away!" education there. He hit New York in'tion, Colonel Roosevelt said:
of inflammation of the
symptoms
wanted!
saw
the
Abys-timand
1S92,
immediately
..He doesn't think of darkest
The fornian signalled the engineer
bladder.
The
kidney secretions were
in
boat
and energy
the ferry
wnen ne thinks of the
and the visitor sailed up 21 stories,
highly colored aiid when passed were
Hudson.
for
the
he
!tion
when
oe
crossing
"but
Baid,
astonishin
sut"
while the foreman gasped
I
Two concerns had failed to dig tun- - thinks of my administration and that attended with a scalding pain.
ment Ten minutes later the Inconused another remedy that acted
never
but
r
under
there
the
that
I
have
didn't
If
river,
may have another.
spicuous man descended, as he had npis
McAdoo. He talked and talk- - w ill be more of the Abyssinia treat- as satisfactorily as Doan's Kidney
ascended, whereupon the foreman bother
Pills.
They proved to be just the
ed, and he made rich men listen toiment and he knows it. He knows
grasped his hand and said:
medicine my case required and the
Lord
to
He
no
into
the
him.
of
had
for
we
the
fear
money
that
speak
put
"You're ail right; wno are you?"
complete cure they brought me, has
his heart."
"Mah name's McAdoo," was the re- himself.
led me to recommend them on more
Everybody now knows what ha)
than one occasion.''
ply.
Then the foreman took a big tum- pened. McAdoo got the money and.' If you use embossed stationery, you
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
no
than
better
Foster-Milburplacing your
Co., Buffalo.
cents.
ble. Before him stood the fellow McAdoo dug the tunnels, and they can do
bear his name, and he's head of der with the New Mexican PrlDting New York, .sole agents for the United
who put the tunnels under the
the company that runs them, in spite prices will be quoted upon request States.
company's building.
That's the particular variety of of the fact that he never was and is Our styles and '.orms are strictly up, Remember the name Doan's and
to data.
take no other.
nerve contained in the midst of wm. not now an engineer.

)

32nd Annual

NEW MEX CO

You cannot get up to dr,te printing
material
unless you have
and facilities. The New Mexican
Printing Company has both, and at
the same time expert mechanics.
Your oraers are always assured per
sonal attent'n.

FEAR OF LORD
PUT IN HEART OF
MR. ARCHBOLD
WILLIAM G. IS NOW DIGGING
TUNNELS FOR HIS FRIEND
WOODROW.

,

Pope Motor Cycle

Pellets,'
two months, using only few
words to express my thankfulness for
perfect health. I cannot find
1 advise all sufferers to Write to Dr. R. V.
this wonderful medicine.
Pierce as he cures when others f ail."

New York, Aug. 30 Under direcof Cardinal Fariey, the Catholic
MRS. ROGERS IS
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
churches of New York will join Sun- Won Lost Pet.
day in a labor uemonstration. It "will
DEAD
RESULT
New York
S2
ibe the first step in the campaign
35
.701
OF HEART TROUBLE against socialism. Invitations to take
7S
41
.C5
Chicago
50
69
.580
Pittsburg
part have been sent to more than
5S
5a
New York, Aug. 30. Mrs. Henry H. 100,000 laboring men.
.500
Philadelphia
Cincinnati
Jt is said Cardinal Farley has in
63
.475 Rogers, wife of the late
,.57
St. Louis
CS
52
.433 of the Standard Oil' company,
died ..Wind the establishment of a college
it is
He has concluded,
7G
43
302 suddenly today in a dining car in the'0? lahovBrooklyn
7G
43
.3C2 Grand Central station at. the oonclu-- said, that the workingman shoula he
Brooklyn
Boston
S3
35
.297 sion of a journey from Bretton educated t'o handle the labor cause
This move, he hopes,
Woods, N. II., to her home here. Mrs. intelligently.
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Rogws had suffered from heart at- will eventually solve the labor probWon Lost Pet. tack for ten years and last spring lem.
Boston
37
.697 when her condition became
It has been said that Englewood is
...S5
acute,
7C
4S
.013 she went to Gretton Woods, seeking the wealthiest town of its size in the
Washington
73
48
.001 relief.
Philadelphia
About a week ago she decid- United States because so many bankCO
CO
Chicago
.500 ed her death was a matter of but a ers, brokers, manufacturers and busi- Detroit
G7
57
i4C0 few days and she wired for her fam- - ness men live there. They demand
Cleveland
C9
53
.434 ily physician in New Y'ork, but he was that henceforth there shall be no
'
New York
44
77
.304 out of town.
She desired to return deliveries until 7 o'clock in the mornSt. Louis
S2
40
.32S to her New York home before deatli ings.
These wealthy residents leave
and although
she was steadily be- town about 9 o'clock. They say the
WESTERN LEAGUE.
coming weaker, she insisted on start- milkman, baker and newsboys disturb
Won Lost Pet. ing last night. She was 02 years old. their slumbers by their early deliver- ies. The hoard of health will take up
Denver
7S
55
.587
the
problem tomorrow.
Omaha
75
57
.508
In accordance with the will of Miss
St. Joseph
5S
72
.554 State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
M. Parmentier of Brooklyn,
Lincoln
C7
05
Lucas County. ss.
.507
Des Moines
Frank- - .T. Phoripv makps nath ttinr hp who left the Parmentier mansion and
05
04
.490
in Cash to the Catholic Sisters
Sioux City
03
08
.4S1 U snninr nartner of tho fi.m nf V T $3,000
0? st- - Josel'h the sisterhood is about
Wichita
72
01
.459 Cheney & Co., doing business in the
to I'ect 011 the Pr0Perty a building for
4G
S3
Topeka
.3ol City of Toledo, County and State
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay tne higher education and training of
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL- - Catholic girls for business life. The
the
for each and every case of new institution will be called
NATIONAL.
Catarrh, that cannot be cured by the Parmentier Memorial hign school.
There are two new and pugnacious
At Philadelphia
of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
R.H.E.
from Florida in the Bronx
crocodiles
FRANK
CHENEY.
1
7
J.
1
Philadelphia
The snappers were captured
Sworn to before me and subfvibed zoo.
Boston
3 is 0
my presence this 6th day of De--i while locked together in the waters
Finneran, Moore, Alexander and
of a Florida swamp while they were
Killifer; Dinelly and Gowdy. (10 in- cember, A. D., 1886.
WT. GLEASON,
A.
each other. They arrived in
(Seal)
Shewing
nings.)
Notary Public. separate crates, and no sooner had
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern-- they set eyes on each other than they
At Pittsburg
R. H. E.
and acts directly upon the blood had their jaws locked together again.
ally
2 9 0
Pittsburg
and mucous surfaces of the system. They smashed up everything perish1 2 1
Cincinnati
Send for testimonials, free.
able before Snyder got a net and
Adams, Robinson and Gibson, SiF. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O., tangled the larger crocodi'e in it. He
and
mon; Benton, Fromme
Clarke,
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
measured nine feet four inches and
McLean.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con- the other was about eight feet. They
New York
3 S'3 ptlpation.
will be kept far apart.
Mrs. Annie Reed, 42 Henry street,
with her six children, sits before the
TUNNELS OR
Gouverneur hospital, where her hus- -

POLITICS,
IT'S ALL THE SAME TO M'ADOO.

AND

For-tescu-

Slwobk Letter

1

-'

COLONEL

STATE.

Stanage;
7 11
4 10

OF THE

DOING EFFECTIVE

s

tion

AH-

PORTERS

SUP-

ARE ENTHUSIASTIC

rj.-Ii-

Batteries:

CLUBS

SKYSCRAPERS,

ROUGH RIDERS

.

St. Louis

SPORTING

NEW MEXICO ELECTORS

r

s

nent politician stated in the office
this afternoon, that today Roosevelt
could carry New York county by a
large majority. Although Wrall street
is against us, although the interest
controlled press is against us, ths
people are with us and New York
will do its duty on election day."

CURRY PROMISES

The liquids and the digested foods in the alimentary canal pass through the
wall of the cancl into the biond. Tills process is called absorption and takes placo
6 Si
3
After absorption the biood carries the food
Chicago
chiefly from the smr.ii intestine.
St. Louis
.4 G 0 through the body, and encii c il taker. Iron t'..e blood tl.3 food it need;;. A pura
and Archer; glyceric extract inadj from Lioojioct, mandrake, stenj, cucer.'s root and golden
Batteries:
Cheney
no! J kv drmSf-krenl
for t'ifi n:i.st fo'ty na:, under the name of L'r. Pierce's
and
Steele, Geyer
Wingo.
Goldc.1 .iedi.-;- !
iiib.:ov:n . rU-juu&rmly excellent results os a tonic to he!?
nr.:! ,1 t:i
.a the &SS1IIH.5 itvi i..t
e&Mirptiou by the b!ood ct the toou
AMERICAN.
froi.i tl.e lilood vruh t!:is aUirive extract
it requires. ! rs
i ti,.Vaod eorpusc!o3, fcee --.m coatsui::n c alcohol or
whiiii duoj jr.'
!j
At Washington
h.? n j. riots ir.''red;.T.fs. Tims t.s tjdy ca bo built
R.H.E.;
'
c"5ense. This is a toara tr.lcsn from
t p
g t
7 10 2
N
Washington
ibzi bulk's vip thee weakened by disease.
2
5 1;
New York
I'ie'ec:, founder cf the 1'ivalvJs' Hotel at liuTalo,
and!
Davis
Groorae and Henry;
N.Y., h.s received many letters similar t the following :
Sterret.
TS'::. Fred B. 3f pwro, of Paradtri, N.
writes: "I take great
cure. In Septenv
t as r
1;i v.T. .'. r
n.y ere
' loaur-:
h
wh:.
Ti
war
ikf
;d Ftirr,
put n.e in a dreadf ul con-- o
l;.::on
. .
Cleveland . . . . . .
run down, v.ervovs and WC3 reduced o avicre
'.ion. 1 v.'.is
! haJ tri.-thrliii-nmost everything I could tret but nothing did me
... . . .
Chicago
;:r.v good untii.at last, I was advised to try Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
'
Batteries: Blanding and Carl seta;
Iliscovery. and Pleasant Pellets,' which I did. Before I had used one
kittle 1 paw a preat improvement and ' when I had used this treatment
onglas, Een2 and Schalk.'
I returned to
vials of Pleasant
a

V

1

255 San Francisco St.

HOW BLOOD IS MADE.

1

Crandall , Ames and
Meyers, Wilson; Stack and Cutris.
Batteries:

Capital Bar

IMPORTED
and DOMESTIC

7 11

Brooklyn
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THE LARGEST IN THE WORLD.

j

D. K. B.
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SELLERS,
President.

FRANK A. STORTZ,

Secretary.
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JUST RECEIVED

FALL STYLES

ALTvHE

Low Bust

11

Long Hips,

(forsets

PAGE

yesterday from his home in Socorro.
He is registered at the 1'aluce.
Miss Pauline Williams, sister of
Mrs. Rising, has
returned to hor
home in Grand Canon, Ariz., after
visiting here for several weeks.
Miss Jean Fike, the pretty niece
of Mrs. . li. Raii)i who has been
sumnur with her aunt,
spending
leaves tonight for C'entralia. 111.
Mr. and Mrs. John Hyder and chil-

dren left last night for their home

Very Latest

FALL AND WINTER STYLES
OF THE
!

Millinery

"PALMER GARMENT"
ha'

MRS. W. LliNDHARDT,

in
Phoenix, Ariz. Mrs. Hyder and children have been the guests of Mr. and

Item No. 7.
over account

Overpayment
. .
allowed
lltm .No.
S, overpayment
over acount allowed
Item Xo. 9. overpayment
over account allowed . ...
it,.m v m
ilem xo. n

illem
u m

Xo. 12

Also a line of

arrived.

and the LATEST SILK SHIRT WAISTS

THESE GOODS ARE READY FOR INSPECTION.
5ee Window Display.

JULIUS H. GERDES

loti.O'i

.

i,,t, rik

e

SERGE DRESSES

ONE-PIEC-

125 Palace Ave.

Mrs. Nathan Salmon for the past
month, Mr. Hyder coming fur them
last week.
Judge and Mrs. llanna returned
home this noon from a trip to Kos- well.
Lawrence
Lee. of Albtimiern ie.
came up today to spend a few days
in the city on business.
The Misses Ruth and Helen Laugh- 'in, who have been absent in the
southern part of the state for the last
two weeks, returned home this noon.
xan OXeil is back. Tall timbers
for you Mike O'Toole.
Mrs. A. M. Bergere and family,
Governor Otero. George
V. Armijo.
Antonio Luna, M. B. Otero, Mrs. L. C.
Armijo, the Misses Manderfield and
Mrs. M. F. Sena left on the .1:30 train
ihis afternoon for Los Lutias to par- ticipate in the ceremonies a''e:id-iuupon the funeral of Hon. Solomon
Luna.

2t;.ou

10.00
a.iio
l.i()..")0
2415.00

xo. Vi'

loo.oo

Saturday August

Total
SUSPENDED

.$l,70S.4i
ACCOUNTS FOR ADJUSTMENT.
the last day of the season, and the day,when we
w. . octree, lou saPks cement,
will sell every piece of
delivery not shown, $440.00.
E. H. Sweet .(suspended account),
ONE-HAL- F
Warant No. LM1, JsnS.Co excepted to
account excessive charges, amount to
EVERYTHING WILL HAVE TO GO !
be adjusted suspended for further in- vestigation.
in
DQ?"Many
K. 11. Sweet, (suspended account),
invoice Crane Co., 1 desk, $C2.07: War- rnnt No. 290, $:;o.no. Typewriters,
AOfll F
IRMAN flRY
amount suspended for furl her invesMORE ABOUT THE REPORTS ON
M
IIUUL.I
tigation.)
UL.UIUIIIIIII
UUUUU
SOCORRO COUNTY AFFAIRS.
ACCOUNTS OVERPAID.
rare
ac
Being net difference between
(Continued From Page One.l
counts rendered and on tile, and war-- j
rants as issued, in payment, of such
mero, $2.50.
accounts. In arriving at these figures WttfclMimreirfanBgra
No. 141. Oct.
!, ions, Ward & it is assumed that the account os filed It
Sheldon, $10.00.
is correct, $179.21.
No. 140, Oct. 24 '.AOS, C. M. Cross- IMPROPER EXPENDITNRES.
uptothe-minut- e
man, $.".00.
Various items not properly chargeNo. 150, Dec. 15, 100S, Geo. Abousle-- ' able as
county expenditures, $27.15.
man, blank.
SCHEDULE "A.-- '
No. 157, Dec. 21, 190S, Geo. E. Cook,
Mercantile
licenses
unaccounted

Summer Goods at just

Price

?MW

RFI

Ulli

LS r

BROS.

aaaiiKrsgfr

UNITED STATES BANK

&

TRUST

COMPANY. n
CO. PERSONALS
left !ast night
trip to Colfax county.

T. T. Gable

CAPITAL 850,000 00
Goes a General Banking

j

,

Your Patronage Solicited
N. B. LALGHLIN, President.

W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier-

-

j

$5,000.00

!

!

!
i

TO LOAN

on improved business property only. Why not
put this with what you have and purchase a
I GOOD
income property ? We have for sale some
I of the best residence
property in the city. See
I
v us before closing a deal elsewhere.

O. C. WATSON & CO.
Phone, Red 189.
1 19 San Francisco St.,
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico-

-

FURNITURE ITEMS

o na

Ira L. Pennington of Clayton is in
town on business, registered at the
.Montezuma.
James McHughes, of the state
mounted police, left last night for
Cerrillos.
Mrs. Dave White Is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Conner, at the Deaf and
Dumb school.
Mrs. Klias Clark is down from her
home in A'cade. She is stopping at
the Palace hotel.
L. Wallace Springer
came over
from Las Vegas yesterday and is
stopping at the Pa'ace.
Mrs. L. C. Klasner, of Lincoln coun-- '
ty, is spending a few days in the city,
a guest at the Coronado.
C. A. Young from Dawson came in
yesterday and is registered at the
Montezuma hotel.
A. F. Morressett is among the Duke
city visitors in the capital. He is
stopping at the Montezuma hotel.
Mrs. George Mattick of Mountain-- !
air is spending a few days in the An-- ;
cient city, a gues' at the Montezuma.
Carl F. Williams is in the Capital
on business from his home at San
Pedro. He is a guest at the Monteztuna.
Dr. M. M. Pcxiansky has gone to
St. Louis with a patient and will be
absent from the city for about two
weeks.
Miss Lula Knight will leave Santa
Fe Saturday August "1st for a visit!
of two or three weeks at her home
in the east.
Professor J. H. 'Wagner the new
superintendent of the Santa Fe
schools arrived in the city last night
ft om Las Cnices.
S. h- Wilkenson, F. W. Campbell.
George Hoffman and H. V. Mather'
came up from Belen yesterday and
spent the day in the city.
W. G. Kelly returned last evening
from an extended trip through
the;
east, stopping at Kansas City and St.
Louis on his homeward wiy.
Miss Marguerite Bernard, who has
been visiting Miss Salome Salmon
for the past two weeks, left for her
home in Las Vegas yesterday.
John E. Griffith, district attorney of
the Seventh judicial district, came up

'

-

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

66-6-

Next Door to Postoffice.

When Your Glasses Break
SEND THEM TO

H. S. KAUNE

TAUPERT, MFG. OPTICIAN,

8

CO.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Lenses ground either to match broken ones
or to Occulists' Prescription.

WORK RETURNED BY FIRST MAIL.

1J

cts Per Pound

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

BUY NOW

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attenticn and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.

No. 15S, Dec. 21, 190S, Sam Lung,
53.00.
No. 1C2, Jan. 4, 1909, F. K. Cook,
$2.50.
No. 104, Jan. 19, 1909, W. II. Spaceman, $10.00.
No. 105. Jan. 19, 1909, W. IT.. Spademan, $10.00.
No. ICS, March in, 1909, A. Corella
$2.50.
No. 109, Mfirch 13, 1909, J. Demp- -

Q

VS?2R ST.

Telephone

9

W

Man's Face Is Often His Fortune
Or at Least His Capital I
A

paper makes a live town.
Ve are making a live paper. Rend It.
A live

Where Do You Get Shaved ?

SAWYER'S IS

WE WILL MAIL YOU $1

for eacb Set of

old False Teetb send us.
for old Uoid, Silver,
Highest prices pi-iold Watches, Broken Jewelry and Pre-

Give Him a Trial.

THE BEST PLACE

East of the Plaza.

MONEY

SRNDBT RETFR

N

MAIt,

SMELTING & REFIMNG
ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS

LasCrucesCantaloupes
Go Like Hot Cakes
THEY ARE FINE, TRY THEM
All kinds of FRUITS and VEGETABLES received daily. If you
want nice Fruits and Vegetables
call on us.

86 Chestnut

NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND

CO.

EXPRESS LINE.

St. Philadelphia, Pa.

TO DENTISTS
We will buy yourGold FilliriKS. Gold Scrap
and Platinum. Elirhest prices paid.

Phone Red 161.
i

Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Dru; Store

H.

S. KAUNE

8

to K. 11. Sweet, adjust$150.5i.
to A. 15. Baca, adjust-

Bungalow or Twin Brass Beds.

$21.00.
$177.50.

Tota',

A Special

Balance unaccounted for. $:5:!5.5f.
SCHEDULE "A1."
for,
Liquor licenses unaccounted

GO.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality,

Sale on all Ingrain Delton Carpets!

UNDERTAKING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES

$1, S12."0.

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE

R

CO.

-

SAN FRANCISCO STREET

FIRE

$10.00.
No. 201,
vera, $5.00.
Xo. 202,

June

25, 1909, Rev. S.

i

25, 1909, M. Armijo,

July

9,

1909, A. E.

Gon--

!

zales, $j.00.
Xo. 211, Aug.

9, 1909, Wm. Barrow- $10.00.
Xo. 215, Aug. 2S, 1909, Harris &
Tipton, $5.0u.
Xo. 210, Aug. 2S, 1909, V. C'liopez,
$10.00.
Total, $5i:j. 00.

da'e,

8, Capital City Bank Building--

SCHEDULE

.nrw

ACCIDENT

Toxas. ii.p
kme(li txvo SP,.jollsiv hurt and fif- teen slightly injured today when a
northbound Missouri,
and
Kansas
Texas railway train jumped the track
three miles north of Temple and the
mail car and two coaches plunged
fiom a trestle into a ravine.
The man killed was .John H. Pierce
.of Winnsuoro, Texas, the train news
''if?ent, who
on his first trip. .1. O.
F(.x of Leander, Texas, was the most
seriously injured.

"

a
SILVERWARE AND JEWELRY.

Lanre assortment of the Best and Latest Patterns
STERLING SILVER.
HAND DECORATED

Reliable Jeweler

t or sale

Xo. 91, July 3, 1911,
$101.00.
Total, $1,S12.00.

JOiilAYES

J.

BroncLi,

ADJUSTMENT ACCOUNT.
Rent of court quarters, received
frorn the U. S. government, $SOO.0O.
Warrants determine liability.
ACCOUNTS OF J. E. TORRES.
Overpayment, 1911, salary, $107.89.
A. B. BACA
ADJUSTMENT
ACCOUNT.
P. X. Yunker item ,
$401.00
K. D. Mcintosh item
10.50
A. Winkler
item
10:50
TotaI
$422.00
E. SANCHEZ ADJUSTMENT AC- -'
COUNT.

Warrant No. 127
Warrant No. 95
Warrant No. 87
Krror extending account

$ 38.93
,

1Z3M
111.72

ren- -

dered
Adolfo Torres item
Mogollon Merc. Co

60.00
201.00
101.00

--

TotaI
..J045.C7
M. Baca,
adjustment account, $75.
E. H. SWEET
ADJUSTMENT

.:

2,
3,

items)
items)

...

6, (expenses)
.
(50 per cent gal'rs.

C

24.20
75.00
70.00
245.00
412.40
107.45
73.00

jf . C. YONTZ,

Street

in sare for t,nnaren

druggists.

FOR SALE!
BIGGEST BARGAIN IN CITY
front lots on Gal-istThree Sixty-foRoad, three blocks from Capitol
MUST BE SOLD AT ONCE !
eo

ot

INSURANCE

call

Fire, Life, Accident,
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.

REAL ESTATE

r

City Property, Farms,

Ranches, 0rchards,
Land jOrants,!! Etc

Surety

la

up

LEONARD

WW

I

AUTO GARAGE
EQUIPPED GARAGE IN THE CITY
DOES ALL KINDS OF MACHINE WORK
REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

THE BEST

Bonds

All Kinds.

Telephone

Seligman
and
Water
Sts.

194 W., Room 24!

ONLY EXPERIENCED

i

- - NEW MEXICO

MACHINISTS

Cars to Hire by Hour, Day or Night.

ONLY MODERN OARAGE IN THE CITY
Phone your call
Giving the best service at all tines.

THE

SUPPLIES OF EVERY

LALGHLIN BUILDING,

SANTA FE

TEL246 W

m

Cor.

Of

- i

San Francisco

Cold"
Cures Colds

Xo. S, July 2, 1910, J. II.
JIcGee,
$101.00.
No. 40, Sept.
13, 1910, Mogollon
Merc. Co., $101.00.
See item G. E.

Oplal

CHINA, WATCHES, CLOCKS.

Gold and Silver Filigree Jewelry in all the Patterns.
JEWELS AND PRECIOUS STONES.

for

by all

f,

in

Special and Staple Patterns of High Grade Table Silverware.

and

Coughs
Stops
Contain No

415 Palace Avenue

::::

"Bring

Home

roim
noM

Xo. 14, April 1, 1910, Baca &
$101.00.
Xo. 10, April 1, 1910, Jesus Garcio,
ifiiui.no,
12' mo' Tob!,chi & To- -

4 (5
5 (G

M.

JAMES C. McCONVERY,8

Bottle of

"cash."

.

N.

LIABILITY

HEALTH

Phone. W 204.

Xo. 818. June 1, 1909, Pat N. Yunker, $101.00. See item A. B. Baca.
Xo. 821, June IS, 1909, A.
Torres,
$201.00.
See item G. E. Sanches.
Xo. S2I, July 1, 1909,
McGee,
$101.00.
Xo. S25, July 7, 1909, J. Bronchi,
$201.00.
Xo. 831, July 12, 1909, h. L. C. Lopez, $201.00.
Xo. 9, Feb. U, 1910, J. E. Miera.
?ivj.uu.
Says paid E. H. Sweet

1

Santa Fe,

SWEET PEAS

"A1."

same:

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

,

TRESTLE.

TpiumIp

liquor licenses issued no record
of remittance to treasurer
covering

Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item

$1,250

V..!S

June

Xo. 212.

Ri--

A CASH PAYMENT OF

m

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, jWANAQER,
Roo.11

A

TAKES

Five-Roo-

$10.00.

TRAIN OFF

TO PAY RENT WHEN IT ONLY

to handle that Modern
Dwelling. Balance on
w
to
terms
lot
ith
fine
suit.
fruit and shade trees.
easy
Large
This is a real BARGAIN and worthy of your investigation.

-

no. 191, May 21, 1909, A. "Winkler,

FIRE

INSURANCE

CAN YOU AFFORD

sus-No-

The Daily Receipts of

cious Stones

PHILA.

Bird's Eye Maple Bedroom Suits,

$510.00.

Less applied
ment account,
Less applied
ment account,

Loss applied to A. B. Baca, adjust.
ment account. $101.00.
sey, $o.0O.
Loss appi(,(i t0 G E Sanchez. idNo. 170, March 19, 1909, Lep Gald-- '
$:!H2.00.
Total,
justment account,
win, $10.00. SreitemNo.il.
$703.00.
No. 171, March 19, 190;), F. Luna,'
lialiince unaccounted for, $1,109.00.
In this balance is included the
172, March 19, 1909,
C.
B. cense of J. E. Miera, $Hil.no, which
Martin, 5,3.00.
Mr. Miera advises was paid' E. II.
No. 177, April S, 1909, E. D. Mc-- . Sweet in cash.
Intosh, $10.00.
Fixed amount for adjustment,
$5,- No. 17S, April S.
1909,
Carthage 911.97.
Merc. Co., $10.00. tee item No. 11.
.
This does no1: include all items
184, April 24, 1909, A. II. Hilton, pended for further investigation, in- eludes items wherein action to
1S7, May
4,
1909, Mogollon termine liability is recommended.
Merc. Co., $10.00. See item No. 11.
Those ite:ns that are overpayments
No. 1S9, May 21, 1909, G. W. King, are
primarily the liability of the for- mer probate clerk, he being responsiNo. 190, May 21, 1909, L. II. Sentiff, ble for the errors

G.
1

for,

Sanches.

APRICOTS
CORRICK LIVERY BARN

? 10.00.

S V,X

While they last
which will
not be long,

fill
UUi

Some

j

Business

31

Other Seasonable Lines

Bargains

t

SELIGMAN

Five

DESCRIPTION

ON

HAND.

THE McCORMICK AUTO CO.

i
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

Santa Fe

New Mexican

FRIDAY, AUGUST 30, 1912.

THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

FT
-

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postotfice
The Santa Fe New Mexican
Published Daily
The New Mexican Review
English Weekly
El Nuevo Mexicano
Spanish Weekly

President
General Manager
Editor
Associate Editor

SUBSCRIPTION

Weekly, per year

$1.00 Weekly, six months

Daily, per quarter, by mail
Dally per quarter, by carrier

B

m

m

j

bite better or the stream in better
condition for fishing.
Miss J. Werdel and Miss S. Jahn,
both of Chicago, lett today for their
home after a six weeks' stay at the
Valley Ranch.

assistant to District Attorney Ward,
drove over from Las Vegas in the
Valley Ranch, N. II., Aug. 27. A Wingos new Everett Sunday, returnmotor party, consisting of H. C. and, ing last evening. They had a most
of the successful day fishing and Mr. Wingo
R. H. Wingo, Walter Hoke,
First National bank and Mr. Tipton, states he has never known fish to
VALLEY RANCH ACTIVITIES.

RATES

$5.00
$2.50

B

,

m

1

Daily, per year: by mail
Daily, six months, by mail

I

r

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Bronson M. Cutting
Charles M. Stauffer
J.Wight Glddings
William F. Brogan

(pnm?

$1.25

$1.50

members, with most encouraging results. The board passed the following resolutions touching the question
SEES IT
of our communication
with the San
Pedro mines:
il resolved that the main pub- THAT DRINKING CUP.
In the plaza park is a drinking j lie road from Santa Fe via Cerrillos
road
fountain. Attached to it is an alleged ' to San Pedro, and the present Stan-anSanta Fe, via Galisteo, to
drinking cup. The one is all right
sihu
improved:
an addition to the pleasures andj'
that the
Be it further resolved
.
,.. me
i.
.!,,.
uinci
,
conveniences ul ine inutv,
be and he hereby
county
surveyor
ever
if
it
has outlived its usefulness,
to go over the said roads,
had any, and should be relegated to
what betterments are needdetermine
the
the dumping
ground between
SOLOMON LUNA.
ed, and report, with his estimate of
or
to
Catron
and
the
block,
postotfice
cost on an economical, but reasonThe news of the death of Soloaion Luna at one of his sheep camps
some other unsightly place, where ably efficient basis, at the earliest
out of Magdalena causes a gloom throughout the entire state today.
such things at last, go.
practicable manner, provided that he
No matter how others differed with Solomon Luna in his political
Yesterday a man in the grip of the shall show by his estimates the cost
white plague, and coughing in the between Santa Fe and Cerrillos and
views, every one who knew the smiling, tactful,
Soloman
of those unfortunates, step- - between Cerrillos and San Pedro se- manner
Luna liked and respected him. He was one of the last of a prominent and
ped upto the fountain, made use of parately, and between Santa Fe and
influential family in New Mexico a line of citizens which New Mexico
the public drinking cup, and passed Galisteo and bp'wetn Galisteo and
could illy spare.
on to a seat on one of the park bench- - Stanley separately
Charitable to a degree that few people knew except those to whose aid es. A few moments afterward a
he came in time of trouble, Solomon Luna had a personal following in mother and her child came by. They
stopped at the fountain, the child was
New Mexico who loved him for what he was and for what he had done.
given the tainted cup to drink from,
Big of heart, big of mind. Solomon Luna was the natural leader of and the two passed on leaving the
the Spanish-speakinpeople of the state. His tragic death comes to them way for the next victim to take a
as a terrible calamity, although the entire state suffers the loss of one of chance at the fount of danger and
its biggest men in his death. Solomon Luna is known in New Mexico as disease.
uut at bunmount is a mue coiony So you don-- t know a thing al)0Ut w0.
the only man who positively refused a I'nited States senatorshTp when it of
people stricken with consumptive
men?
was offered to him practically by both parties.
germs. There, everything connected
Poor fool what a state you are hl
with thfl litno tontprt vi mtra is in upr- You're
The New Mexican joins with the people of this state in grief at his
ripe for a horrible trimmin',
all sanitary precaufeet condition
Your troubles are sure to begin.
death and in tribute to his memory.
Hons are regarded; it is a little homeWhy, your mother, of course, was a
surroundlike spot with delightful
woman,
ings; it is for the continuance of life
There are women wherever you
and opens the way toward recovery
turn;
SCHOOL AND LIFE.
I see
They are 'half of the race we call
The records of a Russian university show that Leo Tolstoi as a student and health. In the city's center
No thought is had for
the opposite.
human
was very dull and lacking in application.
The placing of this record in the
the protection of the children, and
Why coldn't you learn?
pedagogic exhibition at Moscow was opposed on the ground that it would enthey cannot sense the peril. The pub
courage pupils to indolence.
The fact is not so very unusual as pedagogues would have us think. V. lic fountain is well, the public drink-- j an 0f its myriad phases
Let
on the problem called
S. Grant barel" passed his West Point examination; Daniel Webster was at ing cup is a continuous hazard.
tlio foot of his class; Sheridan, one of the greatest orators and wits of all our authorities take from the park
jfe
uisease-mtecteitountam tue oiu
And the feminine
its
time, was a dunce in school.
mind, with
What becomes of the brilliant men of the schools and colleges the drinking cup, which is a menace to
mazes.
rvo studied in sweetheart and wife.
studious fellows who always stood at the heads of their classes and promised the people of our city.
The drinking fountain placed in the So, ere all my knowledge grows dim
most masterful achievement when they should get a whack at life?
As a rule, we don't hear much about them afterwards. Their brilliancy public school building by the board
jn
seems to have gone off like a skyrocket in the commencement thesis and only of education is the one to pattern! jiy brain, you shall have it to try;
a stick lands silently somewhere on the earth to tell that they have ever been. from.
go you don't know a thing about
I s queer.
But it's so.
women?
When two or three school or college mates get together, ten, fifteen or
THE FAIR.
W;-ll- ,
neither do 1!
twenty years after graduation, and review the progress made by the various
Everything that boosts' New Mex- members of their class, they are sure to experience surprise at the fantastic ico is a uoost for Santa Fe, for those
HOW PEARS GROW.
r
blessed who come here to the Sunshine state.
pranks played by the world upon some of the men whom
"He who plants Pears
with her richest gifts.
always have this pretty, o'd city in!
Plans for his Heirs."
The qualities that promise so brilliantly in school are not always the qua- mind, and we should get our share
The above old proveili has a good
count
most in the world. The "dig" who crammed constantly and ;ot the traveling public, tins brings deal of truth in it. Standard
lities that
pears
made his poor brain an overstocked lumber yard seldom is the man who rises me to the topic of the stale fair at
require a longer time to come into
in acual life.
to
be
held
few
weeks
a
Albuquerque,
bearing than any other fruit; but va-- ;
It is very queer. But thus it runs. How vast and irreconcilable is the ahead of us, in which every citizen of neties differ
very much in this re- difference between school and life!
New Mexico should take an active spect. For instance,-thBartlett pear
j tree bears fruit in a short time,
-gen- jond personal interest.
A big yellow pumpkin,
exhibited erally in three or four years, but the
And now Senators C'bilson and Watson of West Virginia, are having their at the fair; a basket of our richly col-- Anjou, which is a favorite variety,
little trouble being under charge of securing their seats through that
fruit; a finely bred Jersey or quires fifteen or twenty.
medium that is cutting a large figure in congress just now, and commonly blooded sheep or Merino goat; a few
This is illustrated by an occur- known as money. When the memorial making the charges was presented, of our mellow and
can- - rence this year in Espanola.
Gover-- ;
Senator Penrose demanded that it be read in full while Bacon and Bailey ob- ta'oupes; an exhibit of some high 'nor Prince planted five trees of the
was
undoubtedly glad enough grade ore from our generously pro- - Bloodgood pear in his orchard in
jected. The game of both looks easy. Penrose
to lhave attention diverted from himself and to see some other faces in the dtictive mines; an exhibition of rough j 1890. It is known as a very backward
glare of the limelight, while Bailey and Bacon would hold back anything that products, as milo maize, kaffir corn! bearer. Four of the trees are still liv-- I
might reflect on a prominent member of their party. Never in our political and like grains that grow with such ing, but until now there has never
history have as many prominent members of the I'nited States senate been luxuriance on the unwatered lands of been a pear on them. This summer,
involved in financial scandal. It indicates at least, a peculiar situation in the New Mexico all
these exhibits, after 22 years, all four have begun to
political field and calls for different conditions and new public officials.
which will appear at the big fair will bear, which illustrates how uniform
attract attention to us.
each variety is, as well as the length
Then the management is preparing of time required by seme to come to
Another text in our creed:
to present some specialties which are niaturity.
and partly to local cau- always drawing cards. The carnival
The high cost of living is due partly to world-widses; partly to natural and partly to artificial causes. The measures proposed will be there with its circus attracNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
in this platform on various subjects such as the tariff, the trusts and conser- tions; its wonderful
its agon- Department of the Interior.
curios;
vation, will of themselves remove the artificial causes. There will remain izing music which always accomU. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
other elements such as the tendency to leave the country for the city, waste, panies the perennially popular
August 9, 1912.
extravagance, bad system of taxation, poor methods of raising crops and bad
an attraction that has been Pecos Forest.
business methods in marketing crops.
Notice is hereby given that Miguel
going its circular travels for gener- To remedy these conditions requires the fullest information and based on
never
loses its standing Lamy care of Fablo Gonzales, Pecos,
and
Rations
this information, effective government supervision and control to remove all as a favorite amusement
at every New Mexico, on August 23, 1907, made
the artificial causes... We pledge ourselves to such full and immediate inquiry fair from country or
county up to the Homestead Application No. 04728-11and to Immediate action to deal with every need such inquiry discloses.
for SW
NE
pompous state exhibition, from gen-'9S
NW
-eration to generation, as long as fairs 'Nw 1" SW
Section 8, Township
1"
N..
have been known.
Range 12 E., X. M. P. Meridian,
"Measures of industrial amelioration, demands for social justice, are at
It behooves Santa Fe to be at
fild notice of intention to make
A
has
action.
of
arena
last thrust into the
r
political
great political party
buquerque at the state fair to lend its' fnal
proof, to establish
pledged itself to them. Because the program will require a leader or invin- voice and hand and enthusiasm to ' claim to the land above described, be-- i
cible courage, of open mind, of democratic sympathies, one endowed witlh
yell, and push and boost for the ad- - fore Register or Receiver, U. S. Land
power to interpret the common man and to identify himself with the common vancement of our state.
Office, at Santa Fe, New Mex., on the
lot, I heartily second the nomination of Theodore Roosevelt."
The
is endeavoring to 9th day of October, 1912,
The above quotation is from the speech of Jane Addams at tihe progres- make management
Claimant names as witnesses:
the coming fair the best ever.
sive convention at Chicago. It has no tone of revolutionary sentiment, does It
Crecencio Roybal, Pablo Gonzales,
the
deserves
of
all
the
peosupport
it? There is no sign in it of danger to this republic?
of Pecos, New Mexico; Manuel Delga-do- ,
ple of New Mexico.
of Santa Fe, New Mexico; Juan
ot Pecos, New Mexico.
Ramirez,
THAT SAN PEDRO ROAD.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
The Christmas season in Socorro county must have been a joy in the days
That the San Pedro proposition is
now gone by, and the shopping a snap. Many of us wiuld jump at the chance being considered and has not been
Registei
of just ordering our gifts from the furniture store and let the county pay,
forgotten is fully evidenced by the
a
Advertising pays in the Xew Mexionly the knowledge of the criminal illegitimacy of the thing would put crimp fact that A. B. Renehan, as president
can. If you are not an advertiser, you
in it. The Morns chair would not feel easy nor restful; the fountain pens of the chamber of commerce,
has
would blot; the cigars would not be "sweet;" the typewriters would click off been giving it personal and active are losing money.
words that spelled theft and dishonesty, and the stationery would not write attention.
Today's news today, You get it in
smoothly. After all Christmas gifts purchased regularly are enjoyed most.
The value of this booming mining the New Mexican.
0
camp as an adjunct to our commerWhen the senate subcommittee finds out what Mr. Loeb has to give in cial interests has not been overlook-!ed- .
Mr. ReneHian
has taken the
FRECKLES
Oil company matter, the members will not
evidence on the Penrose-StandarThey seem to pains to go over the road from San- care to hear his evidence any more than they did Roosevelt's.
want to decide this question on ex parte testimony, but the people prefer to ta Fe to San Pedro, making a person-ja- l Don't Hide Them With a Veil; Remove
inspection and has even pushed the
Them With
New Drug.
give a verdict after hearing both sides.
matter further in the interests of An eminent skinthe
0
specialist
recently
in
an endeavor to hold .on discovered a new
Santa Fe,
drug, othine double
Evidently the I'nited States senate did not care to get Colonel Roose- and add to, our business progress
strength, which is so uniformly suc
velt's side of the Penrose controversy, as it has postponed the hearing for a and enlargement.
cessful in removing freckles and givmonth. It looks as if the old guard was up to the determination of anything
is an
It
of
and
age
speed
ing a clear, beautiful complexion that
to beat Roosevelt even if it goes to the point of refusing to let him testify.
swift
competition. Every town or it is sold by any first class druggist
.
0
city that expects to succeed lias to under an absolute guarantee to refund
was
deemed necessary for keep up with the procession
and the money if it fails.
It would be interesting to know Just why it
Senator Penrose to thave a name in the private telegraph code of the Standard hustle. I notice the value of the San
Don't hide your freckles under a
Pedro business has been recognized
Oil Company. "Was he an employe?
veil; get an ounce of othine and re0
Alother
by
communities, including
move them. Even the first night's use
Woodrow Wilson has had forty babies named after him up to this date, buquerque and Denver and I am plea- will show a wonderful improvement,
names
now.
votes.
It's
sed to note tthat the old town U Rome of the ltphrer frorklpa vnntRhtnp
but Woodrow is not looking after babies'
0
awake, and is prepared to go into entirely. It is absolutely harmless,
Scientists have now discovered how to make artificial daylight. Great competition with any other cities in and cannot injure the most tender
looking after its interests.
skin.
Scott! Can-'- t they give us any rest. Daylight comes too quickly as it is.
0
Be sure to ask for the double
Yesterday, Mr. Renehan appeared
Nat Goodwin is going to get well. Nat does not need an advertising before the board of county commis- - strength othine; it is this that Is sold
sioners and asked the support of the on the money back guarantee.
agent. He is it.
50
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Interior,
at Santa Fe,
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Pecos Forest.
August 15, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Ramon
Quintana of Pecos, New Mexico, who,
on August 28, 1907, made Homestead
SW
Entry No. 11930, for S
Section 5, N
XW
Section S,
Township 17 JC., Range 12 E., N. M.
Principal Meridian, has filed notice ol
r
intention to make
proof, to
establish claim to the land above de
scribed, before Register or Receivei.
C. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, on the 11th day of October

merry-go-roun-

-j

4

0-

(

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

five-yea-

1912.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Ricardo Valencia, Jose Maria Gar
duno, Prudencia Gonzales, all of Pe
cos, N. M.; Aniceto Gonzales, of San
ta Fe, New Mex.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

THE
PALACE
SANTA FE, N.
M.

S. A. AKINS

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Aug. 22, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Jose P.
Gonzales of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
April 1, 1907, made homestead entry
No.
for NE
Section
Zb, Township 19 North, Range 10 East,
New Mex. Prin. Meridian, has filed
r
notice of intention to make
proof to establish claim to the land
above described, before Register or
Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on the 17th day of
October, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Eucamacion
Francisco
Gonzales,
Dominguez, M. Domingucz and Rafaei
Montoya, all of Santa Fe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
109661-0407-

five-yea-

Proprietor.
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.

Register

European Rate, $1.00 and up,
American Plan, $2.50 and up.

Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

steam heat, electric lights.

LARGE, FREE SAMPLE

ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

i

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME

the Interior,
Department
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. H.
of

Rooms en suit with
Steam
Electric
baths.
Heat,
light,
private

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled.

August 15, 1912.

Notice is hereby given that David
Quintana, of Pojoaque, New Mexico,
who, on July 19, 1909, made Homestead
NE
SE
Entry No. 010716, for S
N
S
NE
SE
SE
SW
NE
NE
S
SW
NE
NE
SW
SW
E
SE
NW
SW
NE
W
NE
SE
E
NW
SE
E
NW
NW
Section
SE
10, Township 19 X., Range 6 E., X. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make three-yea- r
proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver,
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, on the 10th day of October.
2

2

2

4

4

2

4

2

4

4

4

4

2

2

2

4

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

4

4

4

Central Location.

4

4

4

1912

Claimant names as witnesses:
Pedro Gomez, Severo Gonzales, Es-- '
tanislao Gonzales. Dalfido Gomez, all
of Ildefonso, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

How About That Fire Insurance?
FULLY PROTECTED?

IS YOUR PROPERTY

Think About It!
THE

--

:

:

GENERAL AGENTS.

Then Act!

COMPANY

MOULTON-ESP- E

SANTA FE, N. M.

:

Register.

URINARY
DISCHARGES

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,

BELIEVED IN

'

d

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE,

2

Al-'n-

five-yea-

ed

2

j

e

w

E give to patrons the advantages
otf new ana modern vaults
with Yale
forced and
Locks.
Deposit
The Yale system of locking is known
around the world as the most sturdy, the
most impregnab'e.
Every box in our vault is protected by
a special guard mechanism and a double
set of tumblers.
Entrust your valuables to us, they
will be safe from fire as well as theft.

Quin-tpna-

'

j

The Security Offered by Our
Safe Deposit Vaults

five-yea-

j

alma-mate-

N. M

Pecos Natl. Forest, August 15, 1912.
Notice is hereby then that Ricar-dValencia of Pecos, New Mexico,
who, on September 3, 1907, made
Homestead Entry No. 11952 for N
SE
SW
SE 4 SW
SE
Section 6, Township 17 N., Range 12
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed nor
tice of intention to make
proof, t6 establish claim to the land
above described, before Register or
Receiver U. S. Land Office, at Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on the 11th day of
October, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
,
Prudencio Gonzales, Ramon
Pablo A. Gonzales, Casimiro
Gallegos, all of Pecos, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Hegister.

24
Each

EDDY DELGADO, PROPRIETOR.

HOURS

MANUFACTURER OF

Cap- -

sule bears (MIDY):
the
Bewart of counterfeits ;
ALL DRUGGISTS '

namt'yl

MEXICAN

RUGS, PILLOW

BLANKETS,

Send for Price List.

Orders Taken and Promptly Filled.
119 Don

wn
B3S

TOPS, NAVAJO PATTERNS,

Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.

Qaspar Avenue.

REPUBLICAN

ONE DOLLAR BUYS

STATE

One Thousand Dollar." in Accident Insurance for one
OCEAN

INSURANCE COMPANY.
Let us Explain Our New

ACCIDENT

year in the

TRAVEL INDEMNITY POLICY

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.,
Sept. 12, 1912.
Fare from
Points in New Mexico

One and
AH

One-Fif-

AND

RETURN.

j

Dates of Sale, Sept. 9, 10, II and 12th
Return Limit, Sept. 16, 1912.

J

SANTA FE

GENERAL

This contract is a winner.

HALL & HALL

AGENTS

th

TO ALBUQUERQUE

FARE FROM

For those who travel.

J

S

VTtlw

SANTA

F

ALL THE WAY.

H.S.LUTZ, Aft., SANTA FE.N.M.

to make final
FOR PUBLICATION.
proof, to establish claim to the land above described,
(04591)
before Harry C. Kinsell, U. S. Commr.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. at Stanley, N. Mex., on the 16 day of
NOTICE

July

29. 1912

September,

1912.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Notice is hereby given that Antonio
Thomas VlllanueTa, Pino VUlanueVUlanueva ot Galisteo, N. M., 'who, on
July 8, 1907, made homestead entry va, Gregorlo Padla, and Jose VUlaSection. 14, nueva, all of Galisteo, VS. M.
No. 11718 for NW
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Township 13 N., Range 9 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice ot Intention
Register,
1--

FRIDAY, AUGUST 30, 1912.
.
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The most sensational sale
ever undertaken in this
State
.ftfaasiSi

We must positively clean up every item in our Big $25,000 Stock
of the newest and cleanest stock of high class merchandise in this

Ptf

We are giving you real values of real merchandise, the kind we
This store will be closed on Friday, Aug. 30 and until 9 o'clock Sat.
in order to finish marking down and arranging for this slaughter sale.
Don't forget that this sale will last 30 days or until every article in
the store is sold but the early buyer will find choice bargains and a
better selection than the late fellow.
It would be a matter of impossibility to name you prices on all
articles as you will find many thousand such bargains here.

85.00 Stetson Hats, tlie kind you know about,
Beaver Brand, a high grade

fur

O & O O

$3.00

well known,

Champion Brand, fine fur in black and prey
Good grade Wool Work Hats, were $1.50, now

Job of J. C. $1.50 and $2 corsets
Job of J. C. 5oc, 7.V and $1 corsets

1.7.)

$1. $1.35

1.25

$1.05 and $2

73

("'.

B. Corsets, all

35c

$:;.50 C. B. Corsets, all

higher grade

and $20.00 All Wool Suit?, fully guaranteed. $9. and $13.00
12.50. $14. and $15 All Wool Suits
$7 and 8.50

Sf.lC.00

HV

!3 Batiste Embroidery and

Lace Trimmed
&0o.

Men's Furnishings at a Great Saving for
the Early Buyer
A dandy

semi-dre-

ss

$).5o splendid high grade well made 1'i.iigecs
$1 and $1.50 Black Silks

shirt

40e

The above is the well known brand of Fergusson Mclvinney
Shirts that cannot be beat at any price.

!'oe

$5 Sailor Dresses, White Percale, trimmed in blue
$2.50 and $3.50 Percales

50c and 60c President Suspenders

35c

25c, 30c and 40c Grade

20c

$2.25 and $3 Crepe, assorted colors

Others, assorted lots,
50c, G0c B. V. D. roruskn?t and fine ribbed Underwear, 30c,
50c and 75c Heavier Bibbed

10c

$2 Lawn Kimonas, well made, splendid values

35c

$1.25

30e

$2, $3 and $3.50 Union Suits, silk and wool and velvet rib, $1, $1.50

Dressing Serpentine
$3.50 Japanese Silk

and $10 suits, now at
$1, $1.50, $2, $3, $5.
last
are
They
year's styles but styles for boys are not so fickle as
for the lady, so you will grab these bargains.

2.o0
0c

7c

10e and 2 for 25e Men's Half Hose
25c, 35c, 50c Men's Half Hose, high

grade Cotton and
Silk
17
and 25c
25c, 35c and 50c Ladies' well known Burson make, 17c, 20c, 25c
35c Ladies' Mercerized Lisle, assorted colors,
20j
50c, $1.25 and $1.75 Silk, assorted colors
40c, 85c and $1.25
15c and 25c Lisle, assorted colors,
10c and 20c
25c Infants All Wool Hose, assorted colors
20c

Just Look Over This Silk Reduction
85c
35c and 40c
35c

o(--

.

Union

$2 and $2.75 long China Silk Dresses

$2 and $3 Short Silk, lace trimmed
$2.50 Short Nainsook, embroidery flounce
15c Nainsook Gowns

1.15 and

1.30

20c and

80c

$1.30 and

1.50
1.50
45c

and $1.50 Nainsook, lace and embroidery trimmed Pettv
Coats
50e and

S5c

05c and 15c Nainsook Hemstitched

(iOe

Muslin and Outing

1.00

20c and

30c

40c and

50c

Remember to Bring the Cash
You surely would never think of getting such bargains as these
only for spot cash. Bring the old purse along and open it up. It will
pay you to see your banker and pay a liberal interest for a month or
so to be able to secure goods such as you will surely need, if not now,
at a very early date. Don't try to borrow from a friend, but see a
banker at once.

Ribbons Laces and Emboideries
We claim to have the best assortment of the above line of
staple and high grade goods in the state that will be priced 100 to
200

$1.30 and $1.55

$1.15 and $2 Long Embroidery and Nainsook
35c and $1.25 Long Lace Trim and Muslin

35c. 50e and

$2.75, $3.50 and

1.00

Infants Wear in High Grade Goods. Nothing too
Good for the Little Fellow; You Know

COO

and $10 all wool, splendid values

1.25

35c

1.00

$G

S0c
1.25

20c

1.00

$5,

55c

Suits, very good grade

$2.25 White Indian Head Skirt

ins in all reliable merchandise can save from 10 to
50 per cent by buying their merchandise here at this
slaughter price.
Never Again Will You get Hosiery at the Prices we
are now Closing Them out at

$1.50

and white

$2 Kahki, good grade

As well as those in the city who need a few fill

grade China Silk, black and white only,

SOe

Crepe

$1.25 Lawns

Country Merchants

GOc

1.00

$3 All Linen Crash, color, tan

former prices $2.50, $4, $5, $7.50

$1.25 All Silk Messaline, assorted colors
00c Kiniona Silk and Silk Poplins

$1.50

long and short silk
1.15 and $2.00

Mi-.--

05c Ladies' Pants, soft ribbed Lisle

Boys"

Ready to Wear, Wash and Wool Skirts, Big Values
for Little Money

School Suits for Boys
ages 3 to 15

2.00

Kimonas and Sacks for Less Than the Material
Would Cost You

10c

K'd,

Better Stock Up. Never Again Can You Hope to Get Such Prices.
Ladies' Yost. Vh 15c 35c and 00c
7 tee,
10c
10c, 20c and
Ladies' Union Suits. $2.25 grade
$1.50

2.00

45c

m

Underwear for the Whole Family

1.15
$1.50,

5.00

hort CliamoM'tte
and
Kazan Kids, large sizes
$.1.50 and $1.75 Kid, highest grades, asst. shades. . .$1 and
$1.50. $2 and $2.5o Gent's high grade Kid Gloves. .15e. (Hie,
;.-- ;
$1.25 and $1.50 Work Gloves
and

2.00

$3.50 Cheviots, splendid grade,

$1. $3.50 and

$ 1.25

$10.00
$1.75 to

0.00

05c and ,s5e long ami

50c

$2.00 and $3.i:0

$1 and $5 White Embroidered, good grade

50c, C5c and 75c Blue Chambrays, Kahki, Black Sateens 35c,
15c Corliss Coon Collars

a few

in black

Wash Dresses at Unheard of Prices

$1.25. $1.50, $1.75 Coat Shirts, new assortment, 75c, $1 and $1.10

Just

15c, $1.50 and $2.15 Ladies' and

$1.75

$15 White Embroidered, splendid grade, well made

rade. $l.,Vi. $5 and

Gents, Ladies and Misses Gloves in 5 ilk and Kid as
Well as Work Gloves. Better lay in a Years' Supply

$1.15

$1.25. $1.50 and $2 Embroidery ami "Lace Trimmed . 75c,
$1.25 and $1.50 Jh'-- h
Madras

(0

$5. $7.50 and $2 .00

Coats

Cloth Coats, hiuh

$2.50. $0 anil $S assorted colors

$2.50

higher grade

Indies'

S, $10 Misses

$2.50,

$1.30 and $1.50

(1,-ad-

This is the well known Kirsehbaum clothing, as good as you
will pay $30 and $25 for usually.

50c and 75c Shirts.

MO. $15 ami $30

Lingerie Waists way Below Cost

Men Suits Slaughtered

m

Ladies, Misses and Childrens Winter Coats, Pricet
Sacrificed Mercilessly

50c

our leader, all hiirhest grade. .fi.V and

C. B. Corsets,

m

S

33

The Best in Corsets and Accessories

Men's Hats for Half Price

will

built up our business on.

city within the next thirty days.
Nothing to be left; original cost will not be considered in pricing
a single article.
We have not placed on sale a few special prices to catch the eye
nor have we imported any seconds to make a big noise with, but this
sale is of the highest class merchandise to be found in any reputable
store in the country.

POSITIVE

1

have
chance to satisfy their
smallest wants
Everbody

w?i

5!

-

-

less than you can buy reliable goods any place.
Better get here before the line is broken.

Dress Trimmings Bandings and Allovers
The above line is very complete and we should be able to fill your
wants at the beginning of this sale. You will hold your breath when
you hear the price named.

Belts, Bags, etc. Marked Very low
Wash Bags in Velvet and Oriental as well as Leather Bags.
Music Uolls and goods in this line sacrificed to keep tip the pace.

Umbrellas and Parasols
The very best and most reliable grades we will lay on
the altar at prices to move them at once.

Notions and Findings
Buttons, Trimmings, Neckwear, etc. They go too.
member there is no hold out from this sale.

Re-

Table and Bed Linens
Sheetings, Sheets, Pillow Cases, Muslins, Towels. All join
hands to follow the rest of the stock out among the wise
buyers.

Mexican Drawn Work

The most remarkable of all our bargains you will find in this
department. Now is the time to forsee your Ninas wants.

m
9

U
V)

Better Hurry In if you desire to have full advantage of this
iTiaiiiuiuiu wiviiig vul oaic ui mi new icnauic mci cimiiuisc
'm
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ion to President Tatt. He said this
between
What is the difference
would be a campaign of villification
now?
lamb
then
and
little
Mary's
as no great movement had begun
without it. He paid a tribute to Jane
LATEST IN
Wlile all Old Sores are not cancerous In their nature, everyslow
Addams and her connection with the
at Chicago healing ulcer shows a degenerated condition ot tne blood. Virulent Jmpu-- ,
convention
progressive
three weeks ago. He appealed to the rities in the circulation produce angry, discharging ulcers, while milder
are usually manifested in the form of indolent sores
people to support tlv cause repre- and more inert germs
sented by Roosevelt and expressed . or dry, scabby places. Efforts to heal an old sore with external applicam
uoes
uona
uecaube
resuiL
lamirc
ireauiicnt
bucu
hoi
of
the
outcome
always
gratifieation as to the
convention at Chicago in June, as it!
the surrounding flesh as long as a polluted circula
would permit .ne people lo align
tion discharges its impurities into it. S.S.S. heals
themselves for the fiant for governold sores of every nature by purifying the blood.
was
ment by the people. The speaker
of the trouble and
It goes to the fountain-hea- d
MAKES!
GOVERNOR OF CALIFORNIA
frequently interrupted by applause,
and morbid
drives out the
poisons
of repubSOUTHEAST CORNER. PLaA
NO SET SPEECH, BUT ASSERTS the audience, being made up
impurities which prevent the place from healing.
socialists
and
prolicans, democrats,
Then a stream of rich, nourishing blood, which
He stated that he had no
THE ONLY HOPE OF NATION IS' gressives.
S. S. S. creates, causes a perfect and natural knitElectric Laundry if ready to do it foi
set speech, his address coming from
ting together of all flesh fibres, making a thorough you.
IN NEW PARTY.
.
Fully one hundred years!
the heart, having said only what he
and permanent cure. The sore does not "come
Fred Murray, a special mountec
felt in the interest of the movement back" when S. S. S. has made a cure, because its source has been despoliceman at Sawyer, X. M., arrestee
that ultimately would be successful. troyed. Book on sores and ulcers and medical advice free.
horse
Diaz a very notorious
Jose
to
no
made
reference
the
The
speaker
GA.
ATLANTA.
SPECIFIC
CO..
IF MARY STILL HAS THAT
THE SWIFT
MIXED AUDIENCE
thief, who has been giving consider
democratic party except to say that
to
over
!e
him
and turned
able trout
salvation lay only through the Rooseto drive delivery wagon. Must know to Zook's. It's Benzoin Witch Hazel the sheriff of McKinley county.
IS ENTHUSED velt movement.
The weather was clear during the
how' to read, write and speak English and Almond Cream.
but was generally cloudy
forenoon
H. McHughes
Mateo
Box
127.
J.
Address
arrested
fluently.
Boys and Girls going to Grades or
afternoon with thunder at She So Long Ago Did Keep,
the
during
town
of
Alarid
here
south
yesterday
at AnOysters, oysters, oysters
Laramie, Wyo., Aug. 30. Governor High School its the cart before the
intervals from 12:25, p. m. to 8 p. m
the
afternoon
him
and
took
before
Learn Shorthand and Type- drews.
over
Hiram Johnson, of California,
pro horse.
We Figure
justice of the peace this morning Several brisk dashes of rain fell the
A. E. Syufy, the Capital Tailor, affirst, then attend the Public
writing
and had him bound over to the Grand the citv and a heavy rain over
gressive candidate for
School, and the result will be ten ter an extended trip including San Jury on a charge of thet: from tue nearby mountains during both afterspoke here before a large crowd at times higher. Why? The "why" is Francisco and Xew York City, has
Lamb Ere This
noon and evening. The lowest tem
person.
the Princess theatre this morning, most clear
m
you do all your lessons just returned. While in these two
a.
at
57
was
5:10
Furnished
Rooms
Rent
degrees
for
perature
Elegantly
leaving shortly after for Cheyenne, in Shorthand, and take teacher's talk great commercial centers he selectTo Be A Sheep!
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav- and the highest was 80 degrees at Has Grown
where he is to speak later in the day. as
well, and at home, or at our day ed and has brought to Santa Fe the ing all modern conveniences, includ- 12:40 p., m. The forecast is fair in
He arrived from the west this morn- or
and stylish
night gathering, or from 4 to 5 finest line of
steam heat and the south portion, with local rains in That Mary sold her Lamb to us,
ing, accompanied by Governor J. M. o'clock after leaving school, you type' fabrics for Fall and Winter clothing ing electric, light,
in the First National Bank the north portion tonight or Satur- Carey, of Wyoming, who met him at write everything. Oh: it's the sen that has ever been shown here. The taths,
Need not be among ycur fears ;
building. Apply to F. M. Jones.
day. Cooler weather in the west por- liock Springs, and after a ride about sible
way, isn t it? We will lend you ciothes are ready for your inspection
of Mrs. G. A. Kibler, who tion tonight,
The
body
the city, in which he made a brief a
The Lamb and Mutton purchased here
good machine at your home for and it will pay you to look them over died sudden'y of heart trouble, was
3
as governess,
years
position
address to the Albany county teach- practice. Come in say what you can and make your selection early.
.
shinned back to her home in Mar-!i
23 years and well. Is all of tender years !
ers' institute, in session, he was taken
i ui)uiauuu
uiiuiiiooiwiii
pay weekly. AVE are not robbers, for
nuftu qilan Mich vesterr :iv
also stenograph
to the theatre.
references;
'Splendid
we don't want a lump of cash down, Williams has ptfrehased the brick cotNice spring chicks and everything: er. Edna Walborn, Van Wert, O.
Governor Johnson devoted the first So much a
C.
W.
of
all.
that's
tage
the,
Sargent,
opposite
Parents,
week,
else in the meat line at Andrews.
Save worry and disappointment and
part of his address to an explanation this method saves you $1000 come capitol building.
Let us have all your quilts, com- '
of the
California case in the in; we'll prove it.
subscribe for the Saturday Evening
Send us your boys suits and uni- forts, blankets,
to
carpels, rugs, etc.,
election of delegates to threptibli-caSome Scholars attend School, and forms, no matter how hopeless they wash and renovate for you, by out Post and Ladies' Home Journal of
Phone 92.
national convention at Chicago, take our Business Course as a past-tim- look we will send them back like new.
Goebel.
special process. The Santa Fe Elec Eilly
and of the unseating of two of the
study. It can be done by deter- The Santa Fe Electric Laundry.
tric Laundry.
No it was not a mistake, Andrews
delegates for Taft men, whom he said mined persevering scholars
between
One of the biggest sales that has!
had received more votes in the dis- 4 and
o'clock daily, or evenings at is still selling 15 pounds of sugar for ever been known in the history
of
tricts for which they were chosen 7: HO. But we say, "One thing at a $1.00.
tibia
t:ite will lie nmmorl tnmnn'nu' HljL
than had the Roosevelt delegates. time,'' and well done at that. The
If your Atomizer needs
a new
1
U
morning at 9 o'clock by W. X. Town-- i
He referred to the recent address of
present day method is Shorthand bulb, order a new one from Zook's send & Co., who are going to give
Congressman Mondell, of Wyoming, and Typewriting first, then High Sundry Supply Department.
away a ?...),(ioo stock. 1'irst come
concerning the contests of that con School, if wanted. The best spellers,
Everybody's doing it, doing- - It, is will be the first served. Be on hand
vention and made only indirect allus- - writers, and clever boys and girls, petting to be the slogan 'here in San- if
you want to save money.
.
are those who never waste their time, ta Fe. Salmon is going to give anDon't throw away your
fountain
and parents their money, on a High other of his noted sales tomorrow to springe for lack of tubing. Xew tubSchool first. What use is a Graduate hist 15 days. Everybody knows what ing sold in any lengtn at Zook's.
with a Diploma, if he 'er can't spell, that means.
I
15 pounds of sugar $1.00, at Ana
write, or know anything to merit a LOST A gold locket and chain. drews.
resuitable situation; a shocking waste Finder return to this office and
"Did you ever stop and wonder, stop
a world of satisfac,
m 'inic aim munrj.
lie tail la ue ceive reward.
and ponder, stop and think, what this
tion in the possession of a
Some of the, Navajo blankets in world is all about and why we're
fore the horse.
perfect range one in which you mayknow
Finally, Parents be sensible to your Santa Fe have not been washed for here?" I guess not at this season
every confidence and absolutely
own interests and your child's, and thirty years. They are cleaned by a of the year everybody is too buey.
that your cooking and baking will be done
come to the Santa Fe Business Col- - special process at the Santa Fe Elec- Students getting ready to go to
just as you wish. You may depend upon the
tric Laundry. Give us a trial.
this
to
lege
day.
send
school
ready
parents
getting
HEADQUATERS FOR
Peaches, 20 pound box, COc at An- them, teachers and institutions getting
drews.
ready to receive them. All these
HIGH-GRAD- E
i
LOCAL MENTION
If there's a toilet preparation you changes mean a great deal of cleaning
ww
in rfive nerfectlv satisfactory service every
need on your dressing table, phone and renovating and the Santa Fe
day for years and years. The Monarch
Oh! you oysters at Andrews.
as
care
mucn
as
does not require nearly
Save your choice friut, that is high
ordinary ranges and costs much less to
Jl VtUBMiE;
up, by buying a fruit picker at
operate.
You'll surely be pleased with the Mon
arch.
Wanted A good cook.
Apply at
once to Mrs. Arhtur Seligman.
Werner's rust proof corsets, the
kind that always ve satisfaction, are
always right up to the minute, in the
latest Fall shapes. Seligman BrothAra ers Company. See page five.
Latest sporting news in the Santa
! Fe Xew Mexican.
Read it.
R. V. BOYLE, Mg
Phone Black 12.
imoiuLf a iciiau.c ;uuiig mini
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MANY APPLAUD

THE HOME OF

Quality Groceries
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FALL MILLINERY

JOHNSON IN

HATS,
FEATHERS,

k

WYOMING

ETC.

miss aTmugler,

germ-produci-

Little Lamb

4

1

,

Sugar
15

Lbs.

That Little

.

j

$1 00

s

Plaza Market Co.

n

j

e

I

F.ANDREWS
Phone 4.

fill

Mi--

BHD

SPITZ

THE JEWELER.

t

A

ally.

fl

If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travel over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
bice a year. It will increase the
li e and accuracy of your watch.
Leave your watch with us
y,

mm

i

APRICOTS
NOW

Clocks.

'

"Time Pieces That

TnE

Reliable."

a. m., commence our Second

1 111

Goe-be!-

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.

clarendon garden

AUGUST 3

TATE SALE

TO BE SOLD AT

9

1

V

Malleable Range

tiipj

$75,000 Stock SECOND
VERY LOW PRICES
at

..t

j

Watches
and

We will on Saturday, August 31st,

ill

There's

Monarch

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
. oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinery but it needs both occasion-

I

This simple announcement will

SEPTEMBER 15
at

Do Not Hesitate

once arouse the interest of every buyer in the vicinity who
Our store will be a
cares to save dollars and cents.

GREAT ANNUA

BLOOMING

OF

GARDEN

a Minute

BARGAINS

The Best Merchandise is offered at a liberal discount by the BIG STORE
$75,000 stock goes at the following prices :
00 Japanese Kimonas imported from Japan, regular
price $"23.50, $17.50
10 Silk (Short Kiinonas, beautiful patterns, price $0.50. at
3.50
Ladies' I.onjr Silk Coats, best quality changeable silk, regular
11

0.

at
price
5 Ladies' Black Satin Long Coat, regular price $15.00 to 1T.50
!
at
Ladies' Handkerchiefs, value 10c, at . . . .'
Ladies' Jilack Hose, regular price 15c, per pair at
Ladies' Summer Vests, regular price 15 and 20c, at
50 Hart
and Marx Men's Suits, the best clothing in
the world, regular price
to $:S5.00, one price, at
."SO Men's
Suits, regular price $15.00 to
one price, at
Boys' Knikerbockcr Pants, 4 to 10 years, regular price $1.00, at
Lot Men's Linen Collars, regular price 15c, at
50 doz. Men's Hose, regular price 10c, per pair
'.

$"2.-.(i-

I

l3..-,-

0

03
08

17.50
11.00
.75
03

06

'20 yds.

BOYS' SHOES
30 Pairs Low Cut Shoes, sizes 12H to 2. Regular price $2.25, for. .$1.50
to
25 Pairs Boys' Low Cut Shoes, sizes 2
1'egular price $3.50,. 2.23

5.

25 Ladies' Linen Suits, tan, blue and white.
to $(i.50 for

Apron Gingham for
10
10

India Linon. 15c quality, per yd. ,
13 and 25c Lawns, per yd.
Good Ticking, 12 yds. for
Lot of Ladies' White Waists, nianish style, regular price $1.25, now
20 Ladies' White Silk Waists, detaehrtiife collars, regular price
$2.50 to $3.00 at
:.
20 yds Calico for
Hi yds. Unbleached Muslin for
12 yds. Bleached Muslin, good quality, for
50 White Middy Waists, nicely trimmed in red and blue, regular
price $1.23 and $1.5), now

Shoes,

.90

2.00
1.00

93

,

Pairs of American Lady
$4.00, per pair

Low-c-

ut

2 .50
3 .00
2..25
6..00
4..00
2..25
1,
4, 50

7 50

LADIES' SHOES
$1.23

regular price $1.75, per pair

One Lot Ladies' Shoes, regular .price $2.25, per pair
80 Pairs of American Iidy Shoes, regular price $3.59, per
130

2, .00

Ladies' Shirt Waist Suits, regular price $3.50 to $4.00, for
Lot Ladies' Shirt Waist Suits, regular price $4.50 to $(5.50, now
50 Ladies' Silk Waists, regular price $4.00 to $5.50, at
25 Silk Dresses to be sold below cost.
12 Silk Petticoats, regular price $8.50 to $12.50, at
One Long Silk Petticoat, regular price $6.00, for
Black Satin Petticoats, regular price $3.50, for
1 d()z. Black and White Satin Petticoats, regular
price $1.75 now,
each
Gingham Petticoats, regular price $1.00 to $1.50, for
White Lingerie Dresses, regular price 6.50, now
100 Silk Long Kimonas, regular price $10.00 to $15.00, now at one
price, each

LADIES' SHOES
60 Ladies'

Regular price $5.00

!)0

10 yds. Dress Gingham for

MEN'S SHOES
60 Pairs Florslieim Shoes, regular price $4.50 to $5.50, per pair at. .$3.50
One lAt Men's Low Cut Shoes, regular price $3.50 and $4.00, per
2.50
pair at

03
04

10 doz. Men's White Handkerchiefs, each at
"25 doz. red and blue Men's Handkerchiefs,
each at

150 Pairs Queen Quality Ladies' Shoes,

1.50
t

pair

2.50

Shoes, regular price $3.00 to
1.75

Low-cu- t,

regular price $3.50,

.7

per pair

00 Pairs Queen Quality Ladies' Shoes, regular price $4.00, per
100 Boston Favorite Ladies'

Low-c-

ut

2.65

pair. 3.00

Shoes, regular price $2.50, pair. 1.90

NATHAN SALMON
"S
--

1

V.

